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Lot
Title & Description
Number
1

Superb Example of Eickholt Studio Iridescent Glass Vase Signed and Dated 2008 - 5 1/2" ovate form with flat rim, layered patterns of
divergent white speckled field overlaid with iridescent ribbon forms and abstract flower medallions - in house shipping available

2

Beautiful Murano Glass Sculpture Perching Birds on a Branch by Formia Vetri - etched signature and partial sticker - 15.25" tall (over
all good condition) {in house shipping available}

3

8 1/2" Rosenthal Porcelain Flamenco Dancer Figurine - in black dress with red shawl, skin tone details, #1772/1 L.F.G. - in house
shipping available

4

5 pcs. Cambridge Crown Tuscan incl. Statuesque 8" Compote - 8" compote, 6" pedestal shell box and 5" pin tray all are hand painted
with Charelton Roses and Bows, 2 plain shell pin trays - in house shipping available

5

Eickholt 2004 Blue Aurene Iridescent Swirl 5 1/4" Slender Vase - various shades of blue in spiral accents reminiscent of Vincent Van
Gogh's Starry Night - in house shipping available

6

6 1/2" Rosenthal Porcelain Female Nude Figurine - kneeling woman sipping water, matt flesh tone glaze and hand painted face
accents, designed by Ernst Wenck #752/0 - in house shipping available

7

Victorian Mt Washington Opaline Biscuit Jar and Wavecrest Vanity Box - 3"x5.5" oval Wavecrest dresser jar with embossed scroll
edges and hand painted flower medallion center (no lining) and 8" barrel form opaline biscuit jar with silverplate mounts, bale handle
and lid attributed to Mount Washington (M. W. 1413 embossed in lid) with hand painted enamel jeweled cherry blossom and leaf
spray - in house shipping available

8

1898 Imperial German Regiment Stein w/ Lithophane - 10" tall, lithophane base of soldier on horseback riding offf to battle saying
goodbye to his sweetheart {in house shipping available}

9

Northwood Ice Blue Carnival 9" Nippon Ruffled Tim Bowl - Beautiful soft color, delicate 20 ruffle piecrust rim edge (1 tiny rough spot
on edge, may be factory) - in house shipping available

10

Pair of MT Wetzlar .800 Silver Plates and St Pete 1938 Sterling Spoon - 6" rimmed plates by M.T. Wetzlar (8.0 troy oz with sone mild
dents and svratches) - MT Wetzlar was a preeminent Jewish silversmith family company founded in Munich in 1875, thriving until the
rising of Hitler. The family was able to escape and set up shop in London. Their work is in many museums and numerous private
collections. Also included, a sterling silver souvenir spoon engraved St. Pete. W.L.B.C. 1938 {in house shipping available}

11

Jazzbo Jim "The Dancer on The Roof" Tin Litho Windup Toy - 1921 Pat. Pending by Unique Art Mfg. Co., Newark, NJ - working
condition {in house shipping available}

12

Masonic Freemason Tray Lot Of Bronze Coins, Medals, Badges - Grand Lodge of Florida coins and many more, De Molay badge and
crosses, see photos for details

13

7" Donald Carlson Blue Iridescent Heart and Vine Art Glass Vase circa 1976 - Beautiful deep blue to teal color range with white leaf
accents - base marked Carlson Sp76 48106 - Donald Carlson and his wife Karen worked together in their Oregon studio until 2007.
"With over 50 years of experience, I have developed clean, well-proportioned and eloquent shapes", An early mainstay in American
glass studio art, Donald created one of the first private glass studios in 1966. He makes every piece by hand, with his wife's
assistance, and signs, dates and numbers each one. I believe from the base mark that this vase was made September 1976,

14

Pr. of Weighted Sterling Candlesticks - 9" tall by International (some minor dents & scratches) {in house shipping available}

15

5 Lladro Little Duck Figurines - 2" Ducklings 4795, 4.5" 4552 attentive and 2 -4" 4553 preening ducks and 3" 1264 taking flight - in
house shipping available

16

Antique Theo S Kochs Porcealin Enamel Barber Chair - Chicago made, full rotation and working lever action hydraulics, nickel plate
accents - white porcelain enamel body with pitted nickel plate, some rust, gray upholstery - Head rest is marked Universal Pat 1909,
1910 patent below - chunk missing from cast iron base, nickel base ring is complete (Local Pick Up Only)

17

Schwinn Sidewinder 2.6FS Women's Cruiser Bicycle - Metallic maroon/fuchsia color with white lettering, "High Ten Tubing Trail
Tuned Frame Design", "Shimano Equipped"

18

137"x116" Persian Wool Rug with Sunflower Medallion - Multi level sunflower medallion and corners with intertwining floral
Arabesque design within floral and reflective borders - unusual muted blues and golds make this an unusual carpet with great
character (Local pick up only or you arrange third party shipping)

19

Huffy Cranbrook Men's Cruiser Bicycle - Heavy duty bike, black and gray with argyle strip accents

20

Fender Squier Mini Electric Guitar - model #SQ-mini/TRD red with white body, rosewood fret bar, crafted in Indonesia, Serial No.
S102061285 wiht orig. soft case {in house shipping available}
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21

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2003 "US" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed on verso Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life
fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII,
urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and
world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia,
from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She
absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn
and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a
personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her
canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with
strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a
legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a
steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in
kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was registered with
NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

22

18.5" Richmond Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad Brake Hose Wrench Tool Mounted on Display Board - great RR collectible on 9"
x19" old wood blank, tool marked RF&P - in house shipping available

23

Case Lot of Collectible Trays, Boxes, Figurines and More - Shelly Glorious Devon blue and white cup and saucer, Cloisonne egg box
and enameled metal flower on rose quartz base, Reed and Barton silverplate Round engraved butter dish, ormolu dresser jewelry
caskets, Inlaid marquetry tray with brass galley made in Italy, Wooden treasure chest style Jewelry/ Trinket box, Royal Doulton Buz
Fuz D5838 character jug, Wedgwood pin tree, Eagle in Flight and other porcelain figurines, pr onyx cockateels (1 as is) and more - in
house shipping available

24

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2003 "Green Twigs" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed
on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals
a life fulfilled by creativity.Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC postWWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

25

Dietz N.Y.O. & W. Railroad Lantern - Vintage New York, Ontario and Western Railroad lantern

26

Retro Vintage Porcelain Figurines Incl Ceramic Arts Studio and Lefton - 6" Ceramic Arts Studio Chinese Mo-Pi girl and Smi-Li boy, 9"
Lefton 1956 Japanese fan dancer ladies, 7" pair of pearlized finish peacocks marked USA, 5" rickshaw planter marked USA 538 and 11
1/2" praying Asian woman crowned bust with flower tray - in house shipping available

27

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2003 " Always Tomorrow" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30"
signed on bottom right and verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling,
and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity.Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art,
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger,
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping
available}

28

NAO, Dept 56 and Toby Jug Porcelain Figurines - Dept 56 Snowbabies "Rudolph Gets Ready" (nose blinks) with original box, 6" NAO
seated toddler wrapped in blanket with bow and 9 1/2" Sinbad toby jug - in house shipping available

29

Tray Lot of Barclay and Related Dime Store Toy Soldiers - Approx 3" hollow cast lead soldier figures, brown painted infantry in varied
positions, medical unit in as is paint, 3 blue painted figures and more - in house shipping available
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30

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 "Orange butterfly Faces" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X
30" signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and
penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity.Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art,
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger,
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping
available}

31

Tray of Figural Pencil Sharpeners, Marbles and As Is Wind up Toys - paddle boat steamer, steam engine, locomotive, gattling gun,
jeep, clock and globe figural pencil sharpener, jar of vintage marbles including cat's Eyes, Yahtzee dice, 3 as is plus, 4 as is wind up
toys, as is cast iron bank and 2 wooden 6" wood dancing figure ornaments - in house shipping only

32

Tray Lot of Fine Crystal, Victorian Silver Plate and More - 11" and 5" The Wilton Co retro aluminum shell dishes, Victorian silverplate
tazza/ fruit basket with handle and engraved hummingbird garden design by Rogers & Bro. #1887 and 14" ladle, Hobstar variant
crystal 12" celery, 8" bowl and 7" plate, ornate cut cream and sugar, 5" diamond cut and 7" floral bells, 9" Bohemian cut oval bowl contents only - in house shipping available

33

Case Lot full of Transportation and Travel Ephemera - 1939 New York World's Fair maps,ads and photos, Travel brochures, stickers
and souvenirs, vintage car, train and aviation advertising and other transportation related ephemera - contents only, in house
shipping available

34

Vintage Rotating Aluminum Christmas Tree Stand - with green & red glitter 15" diameter (working in good condition) {in house
shipping available}

35

John Deere 1992 80th Anniversary Box Car with box - 6400 Series O gauge Kline box car mounted to track displatmy, maroon with
white John Deere lettering and brass plaque on wood base- 12"x 4 3/4", with original box

36

Retro Vintage Chirstmas Decorations and Petite Disney and other Figurines - 7 Whitelace by Timberlane Christmas ornaments with
boxes, mini soft pipe cleaner novelty elf and snow man Christmas place holders, Disney figurines, miniature porcelain inch worm
family and other mini animal novelties, retro set of 6 porcelain shelf sitter elves, Mark Roberts Santa Claus, Charming Wee Little Gem
Teddy Bears,pewter menagerie and more - in house shipping available

37

1970s Red JVC Videosphere Astronaut "Space Helmet" Design TV Model 3240 - globe helmet form TV with square base of red plastic
construction with antenna, metal chain handle and top dials and controls, screen encased behind clear "face shield " front - screen
turns on with adjustable brightness, and seems to work, no reception at auction, online sites give s so sold as is

38

6 1/2" Lundberg Studios Blue Iridescent Starry Night Saturn Shade Accent Lamp - Beaitiful saturn shaped shade with stars and cloud
like swirls on conical light base - signed and dated on bottom of shade - slides into conical copper and wood base, light is working - in
house shipping available

39

Vintage Chalk Ware and other Religious Figures - chalk ware 22" terra cotta finish Joan of ARc (flag tip repair), 16" Infant of Prague
Altar display and 5 1/2" porcelain and 5" plastic Infant of Prague figurines, and 15" carved olivewood Madonna and child staning
figure - in house shipping available

40

WWII Navy Dress Blue 3 Pc. Uniform - 34" waist - in near perfect condition {in house shipping available}

41

3 Piece Tweed Hartmann Luggage - 1- 26 1/4" X 19 1/2" X 8" suit case used super clean, 1-carry on 21" X 12" X 9" used good
condition, 1- carry on duffel bag 10" X 10" X12" used good condition

42

Vintage Teak Folding Bar with Brass Hardware w/ 2 Stools - wooden cart style wheels with great interior - 40"x19.5"x39.5" folded, 78"
wide open (stools as is) {Local pick up only}

43

1985 Carousel Bubble Gum Machine - glass globe (2 holes in side) {in house shipping available}

44

149.5"x112" Persian Tribal Design100% Wool Pile Rug - earth tone color pallet, inner field of 7x11 square block geometric tile design
floral, stylized cedar tree and figure pattern motifs, geometric abstract flora borders (Local pick up only or you arrange third party
shipping)

45

Arts & Crafts Miller Lamp with Stained Glass Shade - 24" tall (Shade has cracks) {in house shipping available}

46

Walnut Mid Century 4-Door Credenza - One 3 side with white faced drawers - 64" wide x 18" deep x 30" tall {local pick up only}

47

144"x102" Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - Ovate center three level stacked medallion of red, blue and tan grounds with hanging
pendants within floral filled cream back ground, Mint corners and persimmon framing - fine floral border with multi level reflective
borders (Local pick up only or you arrange third party shipping)

48

19" Ceramic Seated Baby Buddha - Black Finish, with Enamel on brass black vase with life like enamel flowers 12" tall signed
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49

29" Retro Nude Sculpture Lamp - black satin finish dancer in gymnastic pose holding globe aloft - in house shipping available

50

140.5"x100.5" Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - basic cream and red backgrounds with intricat floral weavings, boldblue green and tan
elements with rounded multi level lobed diamond center medallion (each level framed in fine complimentary color flaming outline)
with floral pendants, side floral border with multi level mirrored bands (Local pick up only or you arrange third party shipping)

51

Antique Hand Made Wood Firkin / Sugar Box - with interior wood plug 12" tall {in house shipping available}

52

Oak Wash Stand Dresser Combo - 37" wide x 18" deep x 35.5" tall {Local pick up only}

53

151.5"x105" Persian Isfahan Floral Medallion Wool Pile Rug - intricate muted multi color center sunflower medallion with intricate
arabesque tendril design in cream ground with light mustards, blues, greens, tans and browns with persimmon accents, floral border
with multi mirrored bands - excellent compositio and floral designs - Charlotte Rug Gallery Tag "Exc-Isfahan" rug made in Iran, (Local
pick up only or you arrange third party shipping)

54

Antique Cast Iron "Baby" Child's Stove with Pots & Pans - 16"x9"x8" with 5 cover plates, teapot, skillet, & 3 legged pot (broken
handle), shelf & grill plate as is condition, crack in body, oven door pin is missing {in house shipping available}

55

3 Art Glass Vases - incl. 28" mid century amethyst & 22" white & green stretch plus 11" bulbous {in house shipping available}

56

116"x45" Persian Wool Runner in Deep Reds and Blues - abstract tribal patterns w/ animal and geometric designs, jewel tone colors
and bold accents - (professionally shortened) {in house shipping available}

57

Vintage 2 Tier Rolling Bar Cart - black masonite shelves - 38" long x 19" wide x 32" tall {Local pick up only}

58

Vintage Bubble Gum Machine on Stand - metal body with plastic window top on cast iron stand 43" tall - no key {local pick up only}

59

151"x117" Kashan Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - Red ground within navy blue,thin separating bands of cream and azure
blue, radiating central floral medallion, red ground inset with floral forms - purple, persimmon and green accents make for a bold
and eye catching pattern - from Charlotte Queen's Gallery (very clean with no wear) (Local pick up only or you arrange third party
shipping)

60

Mid Century Rolling Rattan Bar with Foot Rail - 43.5" tall x 48.5" wide x 23.5" deep & chrome with red handle martini shaker with 4
matching glasses (needs a good cleaning) {local pick up only}

61

Oak Corner Chair with Rush Seat - {Local pick up only}

62

109.5"x82.5" Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - tile block design center with alternating leaf and floral tile like blocks (9 rows of 5) in
naturalistic earth tones, stylized floral border framed with multi color band weavings, (Local pick up only or you arrange third party
shipping)

63

Oak White Wash Upholstered Chair - with parrot fabric {Local Pickup only}

64

Fireplace Screen, Firewood Holder, & Tools - 39.5" tall iron folding screen with great architectural design, brass finish hammered log
holder with lions paw feet, & 2 fireplace tools - {local pick up only}

65

Jerry E. Meatyard Weathered Iron Naturalistic Abstract Metal Art - wrought iron rushes and anchor stand with heron foot candle
holder accent - Jerry Meatyard (1929-2016) earned a bachelor's degree from Illinois Wesleyan University and a master's degree fro
NYU. A life long art educator and artist, Meatyard served as a professor at Hillsborough Community College rom 1969-2001. The
Celebrated artist passed away in 2026, leaving behind a legacy of remarkable artists who studied under his tutelage and numerous
monumental sculptures throughout the Tampa Bay region

66

4 Street Signs - 24" wood STOP sign, No Loitering, No Stopping or Standing, Bitch Parkin Only {in house shipping available}

67

Lot Of Toy Trucks In Boxes - 9-Hess 3 1995 truck and helicopter, 2 1992 18 wheeler and racer, 1 1997 18 wheeler and racers and 1
truck and front loader 2008, 1 rescue truck 1994, 1 truck and space cruiser, 3 Mini 2006, 18 wheeler and racer 1996 Golden Classics
Pepsi cola coin bank & Blue line Little Caesars18 wheeler, Maccano Erector set electric motor included in box unopened ( all for one
money) {n house shipping available}

68

Jerry E. Meatyard Well Weathered Iron Metal Art Half Torso Wall Art - wall attaching rusted steel abstract of figure with dreadlocks
and moveable arm - Jerry Meatyard (1929-2016) earned a bachelor's degree from Illinois Wesleyan University and a master's degree
fro NYU. A life long art educator and artist, Meatyard served as a professor at Hillsborough Community College rom 1969-2001. The
Celebrated artist passed away in 2026, leaving behind a legacy of remarkable artists who studied under his tutelage and numerous
monumental sculptures throughout the Tampa Bay region

69

Katheryne Kemp Amason 1949 Watercolor "Oswego" - matted & framed: 33.75"x37.75" - image size: 18.5"x23", {local pick up only}

70

Atomic Age Sunbeam 10 Speed Mixmaster - with beaters, 3 bowls, & juicer (working) with 3 Pyrex lemon yellow mixing bowls (need
cleaning) {local pickup only}

71

Victor 10 Cent Bubble Gum Machine - metal body with glass front - no key (mechanism appears to be stuck) {in house shipping
available}
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72

4 Pieces of Art Glass Vases and Basket - signed Josephine handkerchief style vase, amethyst covered candy dish, purse, & Italian IVV
wide lipped vase {in house shipping available}

73

2 Vintage Typewriters - Olympia Werke made in Western Germany (doesn't fit in case properly) & Sears Model No. 268.52100 with
orig. manual and carrying case {in house shipping available}

74

Stag & Holly Carnival & Beaded Shell French Opal Bowls - 11" Stag & Holly Marigold Carnival 3-Footed Center Bowl & 6.25 French
Opalescent Beaded Shell ? {ln house shipping available}

75

2 Bradford Exchange "Silken Whispers" Figurines - Reflections of Love fourth issue & Maiden of Serenity second issue - both with
styrofoam boxes {in house shipping available}

76

Vintage Ceramic Christmas Decorations - mostly Japanese incl. spaghetti Santa bank, NOEL salt & pepper shakers & set of figurines (N
has break on the back), Lefton Mr. & Mrs. Claus candle huggers, angel bell, choir, 11" Christmas tree light, mugs, elves, & more (all in
good condition unless noted otherwise) {in house shipping available}

77

Giant Clam Shell - 18.5" long x 11" wide - real shell of Tridacna Gigas - giant clams are very large bivalves and are native to the Indian
and Pacific Oceans - (some chipping) {in house shipping available}

78

40 Vintage Jazz Vinyl Record Albums - Jazztone J1268 Cootie & Rex in The Big Challenge, RCA Camden CAL 426 The Metronome AllStar Band, Capitol T549 Jimmy Giuffre, Columbia Golden Era Series GL502 John Kirby and his Orchestra, MGM E3848 Harry James..
Today!, Mercury MG 20444 Quincy Jones the birth of a band!, Jazztone Society Cassics J-1201 timeless jazz coleman hawkins and his
all-stars, Jazz Odyssey 006 The Lion and the Tiger, black and blue 33.142 sweet and lovely Sir Charles Thompson, Mainstream 56001
Eddie Heywood "Begin the Beguine", Columbia CL 2126Jazz Critics' Choice Great Jazz Critics Choose Historic Performances, Pablo
2310-742 Oscar Peterson & Clark Terry, World Pacific WP-1246 Gil Evans New Bottle Old Wine (1959), CRI405 american
contemporary music from the university of illinois, GNP Crescendo GNPS 2122 Dave Pell's Prez Conference,Pablo 2310-731 The
Tatum Group Masterpieces,RCA 730.608 Count Basie (1946-1949) (Vol 2), Atlantic 1212 the swinging Mr Rogers Shorty Rogers and
His Giants, Capitol Jazz Classics Vol 5 5CO52.80802 Coleman Hawkins and his PRchestra Hollywood Stampede (Holland Import),
MCA2-4099 2 record set Billie Holiday and Ella Fitzgerald, Roulette SR 52086 The Legend Count Basie and nis Orchestra From the Pen
of Benny Carter, Vogue Int Mode Serie Organ Slow Sir Charles Thompson and his organ, Commodore FL 30,014 Lester Young and The
Kansas City 5, RCA Camden CAL 402 Jivin' the vibes Lionel Hampton and His Orchestra, Prestige Swingville SV 2020 Let's Jam Claude
Hopkins with Buddy Tate and Joe Thomas, Verve Clef Series MG V-8266 Coleman Hawkins and Roy Eldridge at the Opera House,
Columbia C3L 22 Mildred Bailey Her Greatest Performances 1929-1946 3 album set, PLUS World-Pacific WP-1401 2000 Years with
Carl Reiner & Mel Brooks comedy album - in house shipping available

79

3 Jerry E. Meatyard Pencil Signed Original Framed Computer Graphics Prints. - 30 year old computer graphics art - 30"×60" framed
"Cold Soldiers" with gallery tag signed and dated 1988 (glass damage to top left corner), 20"×24" framed "Camel Smoking" signed
1989 on back and 1990 on front, and 22"×28" framed surreal faces (may be signed under mat) - Jerry Meatyard (1929-2016) earned a
bachelor's degree from Illinois Wesleyan University and a master's degree fro NYU. A life long art educator and artist, Meatyard
served as a professor at Hillsborough Community College rom 1969-2001. The Celebrated artist passed away in 2026, leaving behind
a legacy of remarkable artists who studied under his tutelage and numerous monumental sculptures throughout the Tampa Bay
region

80

Christmas Decoration Lot - Lilian Vernon wood 3-tier pyramid candle windmill Nativity with orig as is box, 29" chain Christmas tree
(some corrosion, easily cleaned), & 20" vintage electrified 3 candle light {in house shipping available}

81

3 Shelves of 30+ Vintage Lamp Shades and Chimneys - 16 varied shape and size holophane ribbed, Art Deco Satin cupped saucer form
shade, amber end of day flattened globe, blue cased embossed globe with top opening for chimney, varied embossed, Greek Key,
painted and wheel cut iridized Art Deco desk lamp shades, opaque glass heat deflectors and more - LOCAL PICK UP ONLY

82

8 Stamp Albums Incl. The Supreme Global Stamp Albums - also incl. Postage Stamps of the United States, Transworld, & album of the
world (not in orig. binder) all are partially full {in house shipping available}

83

Collection of Books Concerning Civil War - incl. leather bound Life and Deeds of General Sherman (binding as is), Reveille in
Washington copyright 1941, Battles and Leaders of the Civil War copyright 1956, North to Antietam Battle and Leaders of The Civil
War copyright 1956, and many more {in house shipping available}

84

Collection of Taxidermy Butterflies - incl. monarchs, moths, etc. {in house shipping available}

85

Vintage Tiffany & Co. T Clip Pen in Orig. Box - Serial No. 5.570.965 (a couple of tiny pit spots on clip and end) {in house shipping
available}

86

Black Diamond Sterling Silver Bracelet with COA - new with tag by The Genuine Gemstone Company - 7.25" long {in house shipping
available}

87

Tanzanite & Diamond Ring with COA - 10k white gold with oval tanzanite & diamond accents by The Genuine Gemstone Company,
size: 7 (1.2 dwt. incl. stone) {in house shipping available}

88

6 Authentic Vintage Cigarette Holders - incl. 6" black encrusted rhinestone, 6" with rhinestone flower decoration, 6.25" with green
lucite end, 4.25" faux tortoise shell with faux pearl, 3" ivory with carved dragon decoration, & plastic & paper with glitter - all have
been used but in good vintage condition {in house shipping available}

89

14k Gold Jade Pendant Necklace dangle leaf design jade on 15" chain (1.4 dwt. incl. jade) {in house shipping available}

90

14k Yellow Gold Amethyst & Diamond Ring - size: 5.25 (2.1 dwt. incl.stones) {in house shipping available}

91

10k Yellow Gold & Diamond Flower Ring - size: 8 (1.6 dwt., incl. diamonds) {in house shipping available}
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92

18K Yellow Gold And Pearl Ring - size: 7 (1.7 dwt.) without pearls, 2 pearls have been reset {in house shipping available}

93

8 Sterling Silver Rings - incl. turquoise, abalone, carnelian, black onyx, 10k gold filled with turquoise, Henry Wexel flower band, and
more - contents only{in house shipping available}

94

10k Yellow Gold Bracelet with Aqua Stone - great vintage modern design - 7.5p" long (6.9 dwt.) incl. stones) {in house shipping
available}

95

14k Yellow Gold Pendant w/ Black Onyx & Diamond Necklace - 16" chain (2.1 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

96

10K Pin / Pendant Red Stones and Faux Pearls - total weight 2.8 dwt {in house shipping available}

97

10k White Gold Spinel Ring - size: 5 (1.6 dwt. incl. stone) {in house shipping available}

98

10k Yellow Gold Rhodolite & Diamond Ring - size: 7 (1.4 dwt. incl. stones) {in house shipping available}

99

10k Yellow Gold Tourmaline & Diamond Ring - size: 7.75 (2.7 dwt. incl. stone) {in house shipping available}

100

14k Yellow Gold Figaro Bracelet - 9" long (1.9 dwt.), stamped "Air Solid" (means hollow) {in house shipping available}

101

14k Yellow Double Heart Gold & Diamond Ring - size: 6.5 (diamonds 0.15 ctw, 2.3 dwt. incl. diamonds) {in house shipping available}

102

10k White Gold Black & White Diamond Skull & Cross Bone Pendant Necklace - 18" chain (2.6 dwt. both pcs.) {in house shipping
available}

103

10k Yellow Gold Diamond Ring - pave diamond center with filagree design setting - size: 9.5 (diamonds approx. .04 ctw., 2.6 dwt. incl.
diam.) {in house shipping available}

104

14k Yellow Gold Pink Heart Sapphire & Diamond Ring - size: 6.75 (2.8 dwt. incl. stones) {in house shipping available}

105

Antique 14k Gold & Diamond Pin - beautiful filagree design with center diamond chip accent 0 2.25" long (1.9 dwt.) {in house
shipping available}

106

Art Deco Ladies Platinum & Diamond Swiss Watch - by Royce Watch Co. with 17 jewel movement, blue hands, & monogrammed G.G.
H. on back, appears to be running but probably needs a good cleaning (approx. 3.5 dwt. just watch case without movement and
accounting for band) {in house shipping available}

107

3 Morgan Dollars - 1880-O, 1881-S and Rare 1892-S - 1892-S 1,2000,000, 1880-O 5,306,000 and 1881-S 12, 760,000 mintage - All
Grading notations on coin cards are opinions - check photos for details - in house shipping available

108

3 Pcs Fenton Autumn Leaves Burmese - 4"x9" eight ruffle rim bowl, 7.5" basket and 3 1/4" rose bowl in beautiful satin Burmese glass
with colorful flower decoration - in house shipping available

109

1987 American Silver Eagle in Display Box, 1926-S and 1923 Silver Peace Dollars - 1926-S Peace dollar shows strong luster, crisp
details with minor bag marks and surface scratches marked UNC by previous owner and 1923 with strong AU details, 1987 one troy
oz .999 Silver Eagle proof coin in original purple velveteen display box, outer box and papers, cameo like back with matte image superior coin! - grading is our educated opinion, please examine photos for details - in house shipping available

110

Lot Of 14 Victorian Enameled, Swirl,& Dot Optic Juice/Water Glasses - rubina polkadot with enamel flowers, cranberry window optic,
cranberry opal swirl, blue coin and polkadot optic and more

111

2 PCGS MS70 2013 10 Yuan Silver Panda Coins - PCGS First Strike Edition, with image of 3 Giant Pandas drinking from stream with
bamboo in background, obverse is the World Heritage Site The Hall of Prayer for Abundant Harvests located within Temple of Heaven
complex in Beijing each coin is 1 troy oz .999 silver. Great eye appeal! (in house shipping available)

112

Clear Satin and Jade Green Pairs of Imperial Cathay 7" Emperor and Empress Bookends - 2 Satin Lu Tung Emperor boikends with
Virginia B. Evans signature mark circa 1949 and pr jade Lu Tung Emperor and Empress (1950s release) in house shipping available

113

1925 Patriot and 1983 Columbus Exposition Commemorative Silver Half Dollars - 1775-1925 Lexington-Concord Sesquicentennial with
Patriot Minuteman front and Old Belfry, Lexington reverse (162,613 mintage) and 1893 World's Columbian Exposition with Columbus
bust obverse and ship with world maps below verso (1,550,405 mintage) - in house shipping available

114

4 Fenton Marigold Carnival Glass Bowls and Vases - 10.5" eight ruffle rim Holly and Stag three footed, 9" six ruffle Thistles shallow
bowl, 3" tall 6 ruffle Holly/Pepper Plant hat shaped vase and 4.25""Butterfly and Berry footed spooner/ open sugar bowl - in house
shipping available

115

5 Mercury & Roosevelt Error Dimes - 1929-S DDO, 1940 S/S, 1941 S/S, 1968-S/S RPM,1996-P Off Center - strong doubling on silver
Mercury 1929 especially noticeable on the 29, 1940 shows extra S mark to left and attributed to FS-501, 1941 has large S/ small S
over stamp, Roosevelt 1968-S RPM and 1996 off center stamp lamination issue with over struck planchet crescent blank space to
back of head (from estate collection of die error variety enthusiast, grading an type notations are his educated opinions from
extended research - have attempted to post important closeups for you to decide.) - in house shipping available

116

9" Weller Flemish Art Pottery Cosmos and Lattice Vase Circa 1917-1920s - Weller's Flemish decorated pottery wares show natural
beauty with raised floral design and muted green backgrounds - Weller Pottery kiln ink mark on bas, tiny base chip - this vase was
listed in the 1928 catalog as Cosmo and Lattice Vase
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117

1938-D ICG VF-20 Walking Liberty Half Dollar - Key date with only 491,600 original mintage (3rd rarest date), Slabbed and graded by
Independent Coin Graders (in house shipping available)

118

Sterling, Coin Silver and Gold Plated Vanity Alarm Clocks and Pocket Watches - Cyma alarm clock in Gorham sterling repousse frame
321-C, Seth Thomas alarm clock in gold tone square stand up frame, American Waltham Watch Co pocket watches (coin silver case
pocket watch with second hand well circa early 1890s, gold plate with second hand well and one without case Circa late 1880s, all as
is)

119

2 Elizabeth I Silver Three Pence Third Issue 1561 and 1/2 Groat 1590-1592 6th Issue - 1/2 groat = 2 pence - In House Shipping Available

120

Tray Lot of 6 German Pink Pig and Teddy Bear Porcelain Fairings - 4"x5.5" Mother pig with 2 babies on top with Germanic Script
"Scratch My Back - Me Too", 2.25"x3.25" novelty bowl with 2 figural bears in front, 3" bear in chamber pot, 3"x5" pi tray with
accordion playing oig and teddy bears on each side (chip to edge and hairline to back), 5" pin tray with embossed violin on base with
gold decorate piglet atop (small chip to edge) and 1.25"x2.5" reclining sow - contents only, in house shipping available

121

2 Higher Grade Morgan Silver Dollars - 1878 7TF ad 1890 - in house shippping available

122

Pcs Heisey GLass incl Pitcher, Moonglow Plates,and more - 8 Moongleam Coarse Rib 8" plates, 6" plate/liner with flared lip coarse rib
swirl dessert bowl, almond dish, Moongleam Queen Ann 3 part center handle relish, clear 3" wide panel dresser bottle with hinged
sterling top and original inset glass stopper and 7.5" Plain Panel Recess #429 water pitcher (noticeable scratches to base) - in house
shipping available

123

1925-S California Diamond Jubilee Commemorative Half Dollar - Gold Prospector on front, Bear on verso, 86,594 mintage

124

2 Gold Decorated Metal Figural Vanity Mirrors - 17.5 oval swivel mirror in art nouveau woman pedestal wishbone holder, 14" dresser
mirror in ornate frame with crowned woman crest and cupid side accent with fancy cartouche border framing, marked Beatrice and
No. 1007 P on verso - in house shipping available

125

1855 Small Indian Head Gold Dollar Type 2 Indian Princess - estimate grade AU with weak date stamp, minted at Philadelphia (no
mint mark, engraver James B. Longacre, 90% gold- 10% copper - grading is our opinion, examine photos for details {in house shipping
available}

126

6 Heisey Alexandrite Empress 9" Luncheon Plates - Unusual color that changes from blue to heather pink under flourescent and
incandescent light. Under modern "daylight" led lights, both pink and blue show - in house shipping available

127

5 Seated Liberty Die Error Varieties - Repunched Date, Double Die Obverse, Misplaced Date Etc - Seated Liberty includes 1837/837
RPD G+ (scarce), 1844 RPD FS-301, 1849/8 FS-301 Breen 3051 VG, 1871 MPD! FS-301 XF+ and 1872 DDO FS-101 G ((from estate
collection of coin error variety enthusiast, grading and variety is his educated opinions from extended research - have attempted to
post important closeups for you to decide.) - in house shipping available

128

23 Pieces Heisey Clear Greek Key Glassware - 4" round and 3" oval hotel creamers, 5" liner/ saucer, 4" low tumbler, 3 4" berry bowls,
5" coaster/underplate anf 16 individual almond pedestal foot bowls - in house shipping available

129

4 High Grade Franklin Silver Half Dollars - 1949-S, 1952, 1953-S and 1959 Variety 1 Reverse Hub - in house shipping available

130

7 Cambridge Swan Bowls in Varied Sizes and Colors - 6"×9" and two 2"×2.5" yellow topaz, 4"×7", 2.5"×5" and 2"×3.5" clear swans plus
Crown Tuscan 2"×3.5" salt - in house shipping available

131

2 High Grade Franklin Silver Half Dollars - 1952 and 1955 - Beautiful luster, grading guestimate of MS 64+ FBL (from estate collection
of coin enthusiast, grading is his educated opinions from extended research - have attempted to post important closeups for you to
decide) - in house shipping available

132

15 3/4" Lladro Girl Student 4518 Figurine, Retired - Young woman sitting on rock with book, retired 1978 - in house shipping available

133

1936 Long Island and 1918 Lincoln Illinois Commemorative Silver Half Dollars - 1918 Centennial of The State of Illinois with Bust of
Lincoln facing right and 1936 Long Island Tercentennary - both in excellent condition - in house shipping available

134

Royad Doulton Falstaff Toby and Beefeater Large Character Jugs - 8 .5" Sir John Falstaff full figure toby jug (embossed 8328 in base)
and 6.5" Beefeaters (copyright 1946 and RD numbers mark) character jug D 6206 - in house shipping available

135

1934-D VAM 3 Top 50 Silver Peace Dollar DDO & Medium D - Thread like double marks to back of coronet, doubling in motto most
noticable in D of God, slight doubling to profile features, Medium D date mark us filled in - (1,569,500 total mintage of all varieties)

136

6 Heisey Wabash "Pied Piper" Etch Stems - four 7" water goblets and two 5 1/8" wines - #3350 Wabash stem with #439 Pied Piper
double plate etching with Pied Piper and 2 Dancing Girl Medallions - in house shipping available

137

6 Varied 1868 Rev 67 RPD Shield Nickels - marked FS 306 F-24, S1-3006 Fine, S1-3009 F-11, 1868/1 S1-3049 Major RPD VF, 1868/8 S13035 and F-32 VF(from estate collection of shield and three cent nickel die error variety enthusiast, grading an type notations are his
educated opinions from extended research - have attempted to post important closeups for you to decide.) - in house shipping
available

138

4 Vintage Tmk3 Hummel Singer Figurines - Band Leader 129 (Conductor), Duet 130, Soloist 135 and Trumpet Boy 97 - In House
Shipping Available

139

1920 Pilgrim and 1923-S Monroe Commemorative Silver Half Dollars - 1620-1920 Pilgrim Tercentennial Celebration (172,165
mintage), and 1823-1923 Monroe Doctrine Los Angeles/ Monroe Adams Double Portrait Front (274,077 Mintage)
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140

11 Pcs Duncan and Miller EAPG glass - Shell and Tassel 5" compote, 8" and 4.5" trays, 7" Starred Loop compote and 6" syrup, Teepee
9" water pitcher, 6" celery vase, two 5" handled nappies, cocktail glass and cruet (cruet has internal staining) - in house shipping
available

141

4 Kennedy Half Dollar Error Coins - 1964-D TDO FS-103, 1966 DDO FS-101, 1972 and 1974-D DDO FS-101 - 1964-D silver tripling
especially noticeable in "Trust", 1966 doubling seen on Kennedy's profile, In God We Trust (especially trust) and second 6 and 1974-D
strong doubling, most obvious in "In God We Trust" and date marked XF, noticeable in bust and parts of Liberty - 1972 doubling is
less noticeable, but appears in God We Trust and date, I can see it on the first T of Trust - in house shipping available

142

6 Marigold Carnival Glass Fenton Peacock Tail Berry Bowls - Approx 5" each, deep iridescence - in house shipping available

143

2 1894-O Morgan Silver Dollars - In house shipping available

144

7 Pc Heisey Custard Winged Scroll Berry Set with Gold Accents - 8" master and 6 -4" individual berry bowls, great eye appeal and only
minor wear to gold on 2 small bowls - in house shipping available

145

5 Antique Rotated Die Coins - 2 Seated Liberty Quarters & Half Dime, 2 Barber Dimes - quarters 1953-P with Arrows 45 degree
rotation L, 1854-D 20 degree rotation L, half dime 1838 30-40 degree rotation R, 2 1912-D (G4 and VG approx 10-20 degree L) - from
estate collection of die error variety enthusiast, grading an type notations are his educated opinions from extended research - have
attempted to post important closeups for you to decide - in house shipping available

146

8 Pcs. Mt Washington, Smith Bros and Other Opal Glass Vases and Shakers - Mount Washington Smith Bros ringed bird and butterfly
and slightly flared heron in the rushes hand painted cylinder vases, 3 small salt shakers (one attrib to Washington) and toothpick
attrib to Boston Sandwich, satin opal rose bowl with cranberry rim and hand painted roses attrib to Fenton and lobed cracker jar with
metal lid - in house shipping avialable

147

3 Silver Dollars - Higher Grade 1896 and 1898 Morgan and 1922 Peace - UNC 1896 (numerous bag marks, crisp detail including cotton
flowers, fine luster to verso, toned) and 1899 showing light wear to eagle's breast feathers and 1922 Peace - in house shipping
available

148

Hand Carved Wood Bust of Native American on Natural Log Plinth - 18" bust, log 26.5" - total height 44.5 "{local pick up only}

149

1890-CC Morgan Silver Dollar - Nice Carson City date (2,309,041 original mintage)

150

Fenton Hand Painted Rose Decorated Vase and Rose Bowl - 10" Roses on Burmese vase with trefoil ruffle top and signed by artist (
large bouquet on front, smaller on verso), and Shelly Fenton signature collection 3 1/4" Diamond Optic rose bowl with hand painted
roses and floral accents - in house shipping available

151

1986 American Eagle .999 Silver 1 Troy Oz. Bullion coin - Bright luster in protective case - First year of issue! (In house shipping
available)

152

2 Peach Blow Design Crested Bowls - 10" Fenton peach crest crimped ruffle ovate bowl and 11" Victorian 6 ruffle cranberry to light
pink crested bowl with enameled floral exterior (minor scale deposit interior) - in house shipping available

153

8 1881/81 RPD Three Cent Nickel Error Coins, one marked 1881 RPD-003 - except for the one marked RPD-003, all all marked with the
1881/88 RPD notations, one with additional "Nice" and 90% column lines - (from estate collection of shield and three cent nickel die
error variety enthusiast, grading an type notations are his educated opinions from extended research - have attempted to post
important closeups for you to decide.) - in house shipping available

154

Morgan Town Rooster Cocktail Shaker and 4 Glasses - 12" 3 part decanter including pouring stopper with rooster plug and four 4"
rooster stem cocktail glasses

155

4 Columbian Expo 1893 Commemorative Silver Half Dollars - World's Columbian Exposition Chicago with Columbus bust and masted
whip with world map verso , in house shipping available

156

Lladro 11 3/4" The Grandfather 4654 - Designed by Salvador Furio, retired 1981

157

Jerry E. Meatyard Wild Man Abstract Unicycle Performer with Trained Bird - Great energetic statue of wild looking man on unicycle
riding on half arc track holding birdcage, removable tube staff balances on finger holding bird on bicycle upon arc track - Jerry
Meatyard (1929-2016) earned a bachelor's degree from Illinois Wesleyan University and a master's degree fro NYU. A life long art
educator and artist, Meatyard served as a professor at Hillsborough Community College rom 1969-2001. The Celebrated artist passed
away in 2026, leaving behind a legacy of remarkable artists who studied under his tutelage and numerous monumental sculptures
throughout the Tampa Bay region

158

23.5" Ceramic Bisque Bust of Victorian Woman - {in house shipping available with over sized box}

159

Glass Door Wall Shelf w/ 5 Pcs. Dresden Porcelain - 17.5"x15" wall shelf with mirror back with 3 glass shelves & beveled cut glass door
& Dresden (3 Easter eggs & 2 ballerina's, 1 with finger damage, no lace damage on any) {in house shipping available}

160

Oak 3 Stack Lawyer's Bookcase with Cap and Base - by Humphrey Widman, Detroit - 48" tall x 34" wide x 13.5" deep - complete with
tin top dust shields on each section {local pick up only}

161

1930 Creations Studio Elephant Cast Iron Door Stop - nicer patina paint job, 7 1/4"x7 3/8" standing bull elephant with trunk raised
back

162

Mid Century Cabinet with Glass Doors with Etched Crane Decoration - can be hung on the wall - 45.5" tall x 30.25" wide x 12.5" deep
{local pick up only}
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163

Pair of Fighting Roosters On Plateau - both silver on brass 13" plateau (scratches on mirror) & 9" tall rooster {in house shipping
available}

164

Bronze Promenading Horse Statue on Black Marble Plinth - bronze 14" x 7" x 14" - {in house shipping available}

165

Bombay Pine Country French with Mirror - 3-drawer 32" tall x 44" wide x 19" deep with wall hung 44"x25" mirror {Local pick up only}

166

Jerry E. Meatyard Floating Couple Iron Candle Chandelier with Snuffer - Hand forged iron interlocked abstract figures holding candle
cups with nude figural handle candle snuffer. Jerry Meatyard (1929-2016) earned a bachelor's degree from Illinois Wesleyan
University and a master's degree fro NYU. A life long art educator and artist, Meatyard served as a professor at Hillsborough
Community College rom 1969-2001. The Celebrated artist passed away in 2026, leaving behind a legacy of remarkable artists who
studied under his tutelage and numerous monumental sculptures throughout the Tampa Bay region

167

Vintage Italian Console Table with Matching Palladium Mirror - marble top table on column and bottom stretcher shelf 35.5" tall x
35" wide x 10" deep with matching column decorated mirror with reverse painted swan & renaissance semi-nude women 44.5" tall x
26" wide {Local pick up only}

168

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2003 "Flower And Else" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30"
signed on front bottom left and verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish,
puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity.Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped
by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of
modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability
from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was
buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall,
Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her
mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human
and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the
art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art,
she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with
a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping
available}

169

Howard Miller Gwyneth Clock in Box - 625-340 {in house shipping available}

170

Used Phylrich K101-026 Dolphin 7 5/8" Double Dolphin Lever Handle Widespread Bathroom Sink Faucet - The Dolphin Double
Dolphin Antique Brass Finish Lever Handle Widespread Bathroom Sink Faucet is made from premium quality materials that ensure
lasting utility, it's providing greater performance you expect. The handle are coming with charming design, it will beautify the
bathroom with a touch of elegance. Retail Price $1100.00 {in house shipping available}

171

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2003 "Tune Guitar" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed
on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals
a life fulfilled by creativity.Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC postWWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

172

Album Collection of 190+ Play Money Coins Sorted by Company - Well researched and sorted play money of the 1909s with 18 Lucky
Play Money (L17-L 28 with 5 extras, marked with rarity and details), 23 Mazuma (Adm. Dewey, Buffalo Bill, John Paul Jones, Robert E
Lee, Ben Franklin, US Grant, Daniel Boone, 20 Texas Bucks, mint errors etc), 10 N W Coins (Roosevelt Rough Rider, Bill Cody, The
Overland Express, An American Indian, Napoleon III and Republique Francaise - plastic in varied surface treatments, many holed) 105
Uncle Sam Play Money sorted and carded by number including errors and variations (only missing a few U8-U102), and 33 Whitman
Publishing Co. Educational Toy Money ( mist W11-W38 with variations) - in house shipping available

173

Folio Collection of 22 1800s French Maps of Paris and Paris Neighborhoods from 1808 Atlas by J.B De Saint Victor - engravings on laid
cotton rag paper showing teh evolution of Paris and its neighborhoods from larger edition - many charming antique hand written
notes and color additions, some full descriptions and added German language page cut outs applied to back of maps - From "Tableau
Historique et Pittoresque de Paris by J.B De Saint-Victor, Published by H Nicolle & Le Normant, Paris - Prited in many editions, unable
to identify if this is the original or not, but paper and printing appears to be early 1800s

174

3 Piece Gold Gilt Wall Shelves & Wheat Spray - Pair of 6" wide, 4" deep and 10" long gilt acanthus leaf wall shelves, and gilt metal 22 1
/2" X 18" wheat spray {in house shipping available}
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175

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2003 "Quietly, Kindly, Calmly" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X
30" signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and
penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity.Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art,
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger,
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping
available}

176

3-1987 Austin Productions Golf Dee Crowley "Bright Eyes" - 9" father teacher boy golf, 4 1/4" boy caddy, 5" girl ballerina {house
shipping available}

177

5- La Maschera Del Galeone Hand Made Costume Masks - Mardi Gras masks, Original Hand Painted Made In Italy, with original tags,

178

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2003 "AWRY" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed on
verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a
life fulfilled by creativity.Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC postWWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

179

Lot Of Beatles Collector Books - Hard Back Books- Unseen Archives The Beatles, Parragon 2010, The Beatles Are Coming! the birth of
Beatlemania in America Bruce Spizer, the Beatles Anthology , Chronicle Books 2000, Paper Backs- the Beatles unseen archives Tim Hill
and Marie Clayton Barnes & Noble 2004, from yesterdy to today LIFE the Beatles 1996, the Beatles anthology Chronicle Books 2000,
Apple Corps 2010 Black tee shirt small, cotton, with tag, and Miramax collectiors series A Hard Days Night CD, (one money) {in house
shipping available}

180

3-1987 Austin Productions Dee Crowley "Bright Eyes" - 6 1/2" girl reading, 11" Father And Daughter, 11 1/2" girl dress up (one
money) {in house shipping available}

181

Jerry E. Meatyard "Family Scene " Etching of Chimpanzees" - Signed dated and numbered 1956, very limited edition 5/10, in 25" tall
wood frame - Jerry Meatyard (1929-2016) earned a bachelor's degree from Illinois Wesleyan University and a master's degree from
NYU. A life long art educator and artist, Meatyard served as a professor at Hillsborough Community College rom 1969-2001. The
Celebrated artist passed away in 2026, leaving behind a legacy of remarkable artists who studied under his tutelage and numerous
monumental sculptures throughout the Tampa Bay region

182

Hand Made & Painted In Italy Christ Born 3D Manger Scene - 25" X 13 1/2" Folding Wood Manger with lite, 11 People Figures 5" to 7"
tall and 8 animals , 6-2" sheep and 1 3" X 5 1/2" cow and 3 1/2" X 5 1/2" Donkey

183

Tray of Hand Blown Glass Christmas Tree Ornaments - incl. vintage reflectors, stenciled, glitter, figural, etc. (all in good condition with
some having discoloration) {in house shipping available}

184

Pair Mid Century Wall Plaques - 35"x11.25" retro island man and woman intaglio cut and painted (some damage on the bottom,
pictured)

185

Pair of 1986 Austin Productions Mortensen "Sneaker Kids" - 17 1/2" boy and girl Stormy Weather (small chip on boys sneaker) [ in
house shipping available]

186

Mid Century Antonio DeVity Italian Oil on Canvas Painting of Parisian Street Scene - Fine impressionist Parisian street scene with
central image of Sacre Coeur, signed in black bottom right, A. DeVity Studio D'Arte Italia stamp on verso. Although the Studio was in
Naples, DeVity's love was the streets of Paris and most of his paintings were set around Paris' famous landmarks - 12"x24" canvas,
frame size: 20.5"x32" {in house shipping available}

187

Abstract Orig. Oil Painting of Woman - on canvas, frame size: 29"x23" {in house shipping available}

188

Warner Bros Limited Edition "Feat of Clay" Batman Animation Cel - 13 1/2"x16 1/2" hand painted in a limited edition of 500, framed
and matted with COA, Batman Vs Clayface

189

Vintage Wood Frame Wall Mirror - w/ garland, urn, & tassel decoration - 38.5"x24" {Local pick up only}
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190

Signed Sports Memorabilia Detroit Tigers and Red Wings and Boston Bruins - signed photo of Adam Oates #12 Boston Bruins and
autograph clip. signed photo 8"X10" framed and matted 18 1/2" X 14" Justin Verlander Detroit Tigers 6/12/07 with COA on verso,
signed photo of Alan Trammell & Jack Morris Detroit Tigers 2018, .Willie Horton Detroit Tigers signed card, Framed and matted 15" X
20" photo Dylan Larkin Detroit Red Wings Signed. (all 6 for one money) {in house shipping available}

191

Robert Tinney "Mike The Tiger" Detroit Tigers Signed Print - The full image of "Mike the Tiger," a 12" X 14" Archival Print produced in
his studio by the artist, Framed and matted 22" X 18". Tinney's trademark style combined hard-edged details rendered with brushstrokes, complemented with subtle variations of airbrushed color. . Each "Mike the Tiger" is printed and inspected by the artist
himself, certifying the artist's hands-on control of the production, and the archival quality of the print. . Celebrate with this stunning
portrait of "Mike the Tiger!" If a picture is worth a thousand words, then this gorgeous print will shout "Go Tigers" practically from
your rooftop! Robert Tinney, best known as the 15-year cover artist for BYTE Magazine, and the creator of scores of other computer
industry images. Although Tinney's degree in Advertising Art was earned at Louisiana Tech, the artist grew up in Baton Rouge,
listening to Saturday night radio in the Fall, and cheering on the "Fightin' Tigers {in house shipping available}

192

2 Original Watercolors of Boy at the Beach by Joseph DiGemma - New York City (1910 - 2005), known for town-landscape, portrait,
and graphics. He studied at Pratt Institute and the Art Students League. He has a B.S. in Art Education from New York University, an
M.S. from Queens College, and taught in the High School of Art and Design, part of the New York City school system. He is also an
instructor at the Art League of Long Island. Also the author of "Lumiprinting : a New Graphic Art", di Gemma has numerous
engravings in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Brooklyn Museum, the Astor-Lenox Collection, and the Smithsonian
Institute. During World War II, he served with the U.S. Coast Guard as a combat artist. Aboard a Coast Guard Transport he went to
China, India, Burma, Australia and Ceylon. Many of his paintings depicting life aboard a transport were exhibited at the Museum of
Science and Industry, Rockefeller Center, New York City. - Frame size: 14.25"x11.25" {in house shipping available}

193

Cahill Oil on Board Impressionist Landscape Painting - 8"x10" Tuscan country estate painting in vibrant pastel color palette signed
Cahill in 18"x22 1/2"gilt frame

194

Pair Of Hand Colored 1900 Cecil Aldin Fox Hunt Prints from the Fallowfield Hunt Series - "Breaking Cover" and "The Death" from
series of 6 - Cecil Aldin was the master of slightly satiric fox hunt prints, poking fun at many of the basic elements of the tradition - all
margins cut down from originals making it hard to ensure original printing - floating mat on red burlap backing in 12" tall frames

195

Signed Benton Lino/Wood Cut Print of Ship in Harbor - great black and white wood/ linocut print of in the At Deco/WPA style - ship
and tugboat harbor scene, pencil "Benton" signature bottom right, frame size: 15.75"x19.5" (no glass) - {in house shipping available}

196

2004 Bradley Kachnowicz Acrylic on Paper Lovers #11 - Bold abstract image of lovers in the style of Chagall, artist signed, inscribed on
verso For Joyce - Bradley Kachnowicz is a life long artist, adaptable and creative, working in many styles and mediums, currently
residing in Colorado and working in abstract impressionist wildlife art. frame size: 22"x18" {in house shipping available}

197

S. Weller Mid Century Abstract Oil Painting of Ships - stamped on verso "Original Oil Painting from The Netherlands * Land of the
Famous Masters" - canvas size: 20"x16", frame size: 28.25"x24.125" {in house shipping available}

198

Pair of Hand Colored Framed Fox Hunt Print Etchings - full color aquatint, RESTRIKES "A Leicestershire Burst dedicated to The Right
Honble. Lord Forrester Plate. 3" and " The Victory of Obtaining the Brush after what is called "a Tickler" Inscribed to the Right Honble.
Lord Maryborough Plate. 6." - both "London Published Feb 7 1826 by J Watson 7. Vere Street - C Loraine Smith Esqr. Del" - matted
under glass in 22" tall frames

199

Lot Of 3 Replicas of Famous Aquatint Hunt Prints - Pr of Carle Vernet horse and rider prints "Chasseur aux Ecoutes" (Hunter listening)
and "Le Repos du Chasseur" (The hunter resting) (originals were from 1790) in 17" tall frames and "Stag Hunting No 2 / La Chasse Au
Cerf No 6 by Edward Orme, (Original was from 1807) in 20" tall frame

200

3 Hand Made Amadou Equestrian / Horse Riding Hats - "leather like substance made from bracket fungi (conks)" The fungi are cut
into strips and soaked or boiled. The strips are then pounded until they are soft and flat. The finished product resembles suede. {in
house shipping available}

201

Larry Byrd Aurographed Spalding Basketball with COA - Palm Beach Autographs/Schwarts Sports Authentic COAs with holographic
numbered seals and picture of Larry Byrd signing basketballs - in house shipping available

202

Art Glass Bookends & Paperweights - Alfredo Barbini large Murano Apple and Pear bookends, baby blue candy can and gold stripe
paperweight, small star shape millefioro and unknown controlled bubble yellow flower paperweight - (in house shipping avialable)

203

Rolleiflex Franke & Heidecke Germany Camera - DBP230001010DBGM with orig. case {in house shipping available}

204

Antique Leather Sparring Bag & Round Bell - csst iron bell by Reiter (bag as is) {in house shipping available}

205

High Relief Sterling Repousse Tray - 11" x 8.5" x 1" - monogrammed N.S.K., No. 65 (6.5 troy oz.)

206

Gorham Weighted Base Sterling Vase - 9.5" tall monogrammed MFC #195 {in house shipping available}

207

2 Antique Clocks - incl. oak case with carved decoration 23" tall (working) & 9.5" petite wood clock (not working), both with keys {in
house shipping available}

208

Giuseppe Armani 12" Seated Harlequin Youth Figurine - Made in 1994, seated expressive youth in Harlequin outfit on wood base - in
house shipping available

209

Box Lot of 22 Hard Rock Cafe Pins and more - 6 on cards (Munich, DC Coirure, Pinktober, Bon Jovi Lake Tahoe, Las Vegas and
Collector's Club), Nassau, Bahamas (3), 2005 & 2008 Lake Tahoe, 2005 and undated Cayman Islands, Seattle, Heidelberg, New York,
Washington DC, Tampa 2009 Happy Birthday and 2011 and "All is One" plus Race Road Orlando pin and Custom Chrome bike
basgeouse shipping available
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210

US Navy Dress Sword with Knot, Scabbard, Case & Key - German Hilborn & Hamburger Inc. New York, monogrammed L.F. Carpenter
with originla hanging knot accent {in house shipping available}

211

4 Antique 1700-1800s Maps of Europe - 1763 T Jefferys Europe copper engraving Octavo size on laid paper, 7"x8 3/4" (some staining,
crease, no tears), 1847 Sidney Hall Europe steel engraving on wove paper, folio size 10 1/2"x14 3/4" with hand colored outlines Adam
& Charles Black Publishers, 1881 A Petermann/ H Habenicht Europa highly detailed lithography on wove paper with hand colored
outlines folio size 13"x16" from Adolf Steiter's Handatlas uber alle Theile der Erde und uber das Weltgebaude, Justus
Perthes publisher, plus 8 1/4"x5 1/4" 17-1800 book page "De La Sphere Figure XV "Evrope" print on laid paper - bold image with
noted lattitude adjusments and full page info in french on back - in house shipping available

212

22 Caliber Pistol w/ Leather Holster & German Officer Sword - WWI era German dove head artillery officer sword WK&C, no
scabbard (pistol as is) {local pick up only - we will not ship guns}

213

Tall Art Glass Vase - bright swirl design - 28.25" tall with ground top {in house shipping available}

214

Approximately 12 Pieces Cambridge Caprice Glassware - 5 eight ounce footed tumblers, pair Alpine finish three lite candelabras, pair
silver decorated 7" candlesticks with prism drop, pair of clear cruets with underplate (qmissing 1 stopper), 9" three part relish, 13"
console bowl, heather and blue 3 1/4" creamers, 3" and 3.5" blue sugar bowls - in house shipping available

215

60+ Lenox Christmas Tree Ornaments New in Boxes - incl. silver plate bejeweled cross, heart, & snowflake, dove, angel, Santa Claus,
trees, snowmen, wreath, etc., porcelain picture frames, gift card holders, & more {in house shipping available}

216

5-1986 Austin Productions Mortensen "Sneaker Kids" - 4 1/2" sneaker sign, 7" boy with base ball, 9" long boy daydreaming, 9" long
girl daydreaming,13" long girl shelf sitter. (one money) {in house shipping available}

217

Lot Of 4 Barbie Dolls In Box - 1- Cat woman, Halle Berry, 2004 in box, career of the year 2012 "i can be" in box, 2011 I Can Be actress,
then and now bathing suit 2008

218

3 Austin Production Statues Mortensen "Sneaker Kids" - 1- 7" Shaggy Duo Daze 1984 Rare Boy & Dog, 1- 6 1/2" Daze Inseparable Girl
and Dog 86, 1- 11" Daze boy and dog 86 (one Money) {in house shipping available}

219

11 Duncan and Miller Nested Ruby Swan Bowls and Solid Glass Swans - ruby glass swan bowl set consists of 15" , 12", 8" and 5"
swans, 7 solid glass swans (7", 2 5",and 4 3") -in house shipping available

220

4 Carnival Gass Three Footed Bowls by Northwood, Dugan and Fenton - 8" Dugan black amethyst PCE (pie crust edge) cone shape
Cherries bowl with cherry exterior and strong blue iridescent highlights, 8" Northwood Raspberry/Blackberry fluted foot with Daisy
and Plume exterior, Northwood amethyst 7" Finecut and Roses six ruffle rim and 6.5" blue Fenton Lotus and Grape ribbed three
footed bowl - in house shipping available

221

23" Austin Productions Statue Alice Heath "Mother's Love" - {in house shipping available}

222

28 Pcs Heisey Colonial Glass - Baowls, Trays, Pitcher and More - 2 10 1/2" round trays, 6" water pitcher, 5" compote, 10 punch cups (5
plain and 5 ribbed edge bases), 2 puff jars (no lids), 2 ring handled 5" nappies, 2 5" bowls, 2 4" sauce bowls and liners, 9" celery, 2 8"
and 1 7" shallow bowls - in house shipping available

223

Mid Century Vernonware "Home Spun" Dinnerware - incl. 13.75" two tier tidbit, gravy boat, 14" & 12.5" platters, 8.75", 8, & 11.5"
divided veggie serving bowls, 6 - 5.25" cereal & 2 - 5.5" sauce bowls, 8.5" covered casserole, 7- 9.5" dinner & 6 - 6.25" bread
plates, {in house shipping available}

224

17 Pcs Heisey EAPG Pineapple and Fan, Prince of Wales, Sawtooth Bands, Etc. - Pineapple and Fan green water pitcher and two
tumblers with worn gold accents, biscuit jar (no lid) and cruet (no stopper), salt shaker and 2 custard souvenir pitchers/ syrups, Prince
of Wales bitters bottle, Square in Diamond Point covered jar, Sawtooth Bands compote, 2 ind berry bowls, flat creamer, mini pitcher,
pr salt and peppers and toothpick - in house shipping available

225

70+ Hand Blown Glass Christmas Tree Ornaments incl. Radko - Radko clowns, German moons, Polish peacock, reflectors, & more - in
good condition {in house shipping available}

226

Heisey Rooster Head and Regular 3 Part Cocktail Shakers - pear form decanter #4036 and Cobel decanter, 2 strainer insets with
rooster head and disc stoppers - 13" with rooster, 11 3/4" with disc stoppers - in house shipping available

227

5 Victorian Bristol and Other Hand Enameled Glass - 12" emerald green hour glass rib optic vase with antique gold jeweled
enameling, pair 8" clambroth ruffled rim ringed vases with floral enameling, plane 6 1/2" blue Bristol ringed vase with trefoil ruffled
rim, 7" beautiful green uranium glass compote with fancy gold jeweled decoration (rim chip)-in house shipping available

228

Vintage Hankscraft Egg Poachers & Egg Cups - 2 egg poachers (neither one heat up), 6 egg cups (some having mild pitting in glaze
inside cup), & 4 Anchor Hocking polka dot mugs - {in house shipping available}

229

Set of 12 w/ Display Enesco Barbie Figurines - 6.5" tall - (all in great condition) {in house shipping available}

230

3 Paden City 6" X 13 1/2" Glass Pheasant Figurines - pair clear and single light blue - in house shipping available

231

32 Pieces Duncan and MIller Sandwich and Related Glass - Sandwich 12" deviled egg plate, 15 wines, 6" handled bon bon basket, 4 1
/2" coaster, pair of cruets with tray and extra cruet without stopper, 10" utility tray, 8" ruby plates, 6 m" green plate plus "beehive"
octagon 9 1/2" pink and three 8" plates and three 4 1/4" stippled leaf medallion coasters (plates and coasters in pink, green and
crystal) - in house shipping available

232

Set of 5 Steuben Calcite Deep Etched Shades - hard to find set of 5 matching Steuben shades with garland and wheel deep etch, 5"
bell form with cupped base and ringed top - perfect for that Art Deco chandelier that needs a new upscale look! - all with partial silver
fleur-de-lis Steuben marks on inside of fitters, 1 fitter has a chip
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233

6 1/2" Royal Copenhagen Fajance "Celeste" Bottle Vase - hand painted floral branch on light blue ground #967/3890, Ellen Malmer
Artist Initials - in house shipping available

234

Hand Blown Art Glass Nailsea Type Rolling Pin with Stand - 16" Clear body with red, yellow and blue swirl accents, resting in fine hand
made wooden stand suitable for hanging - in house shipping available

235

3 Pair Art Deco Glass Bookends-Equestrian, Gazelle and Ships - Hailey Glass Company 6" horse and rider rearing, 8" New
Martinsville jumping gazelles and 5 1/2" schooner ships

236

4 Heisey Glass Geese and Swan Figures - 2 Heisey geese with wings half way and 1 with wings up, and ribbed swan bowl #1503 - in
house shipping available

237

2 Retro Powder Blue Depression Glass Southern Belle Boudoir Lamps, - 10" seated woman with basket and parasol shade and 9" girl
with flowers with bell dome shade - in house shipping available

238

Antique Equal Arm Counter Balance Scales - removable brass plates rest in each side with weighted pendant bases to keep upright,
wormwood base adds eye appeal and aged look - in house shipping available

239

MA Hadley Hand Painted Cookie Jar, Tea Tiles, Butter and Shaker - schooner design cookie jar, tea tile and salt shaker, Whale and
House design tea tiles and whale butter - all signed MA Hadley

240

3 German Porcelain Vases and 2 Majolica Glaze Trays - 11" Kaiser West Germany "Alice" vase with hibiscus flower decoration
designed by Nossek, 8" Rosenthal mottled green glaze vase with abstract gilt flower accents and 5" Schumann Arzberg Germany Wild
Rose pattern posy/ rose vase, 10.5"x7" Majolica glaze begonia leaf tray and 6.5" Etruscan Ware plate with basket weave and wild
rose rim - In House Shipping Avaialble

241

Prehistoric Sinagua Culture Vessel circa 1250 AD - Found on ranch east of Walnut Canyon Arizona - near complete reconstruction, has
two side holes for woven carry strap, Approx 6' high, small piece missing in reconstruction to base of the vessel

242

18" Mica Fleck Black Art Glass Art Candlestick - all black candle top with rolled lip, rig accent to lower pedestal - in house shipping
available

243

19th Century Japanese Satsuma Plates - scalloped edge where each is a unique design with courting doves and flower decoration 8.5" (nice condition) {in house shipping available}

244

Salter's Improved and Type1200 John Chatillon & Sons Spring Scales - Salter's Improved Spring Balance Waranted (13" body with top
ring and bottom hook) and "Type-100 Joh Chatillon & Sons Makes NY Capacity 50 Lbs x 1 lb" (8" body plus top ring and base hook) both working - in house shipping available

245

Roseville Pinecone Jardiniere 632-3" - Light brown background color, has original hanging chain (missing connecting hook) - in house
shipping available

246

Hand Carved Wooden Bust of Cowboy with Cigar in Mouth Wearing Weathered Hat - Approx 8" tall, realistic weathered western
expression , carved from single log (small natural crack inback of hat near the base_ - in house shipping available

247

1978 Austin Productions "Happy Ever After" - 15" man and woman {in house shipping available}

248

Minn Kota Endura 28 Boat Trolling Motor - quiet operation, perfect for lake fishing - in House Shipping Available

249

Case Lot of Pocket Knives, Pins, Lighters, Commemorative Coins, & More - air line pins from US Air, American Airlines, PSA, & more,
religious & fraternal pins, collector coins, belt buckles, Camillus, M Klein & Sons, Big Chief, Shieffield & more pocket knives, tokens, &
more - contents only {in house shipping available}

250

Case Lot of Fashion Jewelry - incl. Mark Naimer & Polo watches in box, & more - our best to ensure the jewelry is not broken or
missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available]

251

22 Masonic Freemason Bolo Ties And Belt Buckles - in house shipping available

252

Very Full Case Lot Costume Jewelry - incl. Bella Del Mar necklace set in orig. box, Camrose & Kross cross in box, ethnic, necklaces,
bracelets, & more - our best to ensure the jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house
shipping available]

253

Lot of Cap & Replica Guns - M1873 single action peace maker revolver Denix replica Colt calvary, Denix Mark IV 38 caliber replica,
black powder replicas, leather holsters, & salvage ray gun {local pick up only, we will not ship guns even replicas}

254

35+ Annalee Christmas Tree Ornaments New in Boxes - incl. Santa, snowmen, elves, mice, hippo, horse, flamingo, bears, elephant, &
much more, 3" - 4" tall {in house shipping available}

255

117"x79" Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug in Alternating Colors - Striking rug design in bold alternating color backgrounds - cream, muted
gray blue, red, navy and other grounds each flilled with their own unique floral and arabesque designs (Local pick up only or you
arrange third party shipping)

256

11 PCGS Storage Boxes - each box holds 20 coins - in house shipping available

257

Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. Uno Alla Volta Italy art glass beaded necklace with matching earrings, Christmas pins, stone & shell
bracelets & necklaces, cloisonne, & more - we do our best to ensure that all jewelry isn't broken or missing stones but this is no
guarantee {in house shipping available}

258

Military Insignia's, Watches, Pins, & Mores - (no guarantee the watches work) {in house shipping available}
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259

Case Lot of Military Patches, Medals, Pins & More - incl. 1927 Armistice Day Commemorative Medal from Clearwater Florida, 100+
military patches, pins, & more {in house shipping available}

260

Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. Bella Del Mar necklace set in box, beach sandals, art glass, shell, & more - our best to ensure the
jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available]

261

29 STS Space Shuttle Bronze Medallions and 2 Gold Plated Sterling Franklin Mint Medals - 3 Display sets of 29 bronze medallions (STS
2,3,5,6,7,8,11,26,27,29,41 C,D & G, 51 A,B,C,D,F,G,I,J & L and 61 A,B & C plus 3 unnumbered) Franklin Mint Columbia Space Shuttle
Eyewitness sterling silver and gold plated sterling silver medals in cases with stand and original box and plastic - in house shipping
available

262

Box of 500+ Mostly New York Postcards - great linens, photo and more - {in house shipping available}

263

9 Hunting & Pocket Knives - incl. Buck, Viking, Smith & Wesson, Western, Case, & more {in house shipping available}

264

Fashion Jewelry Lot - incl. ethnic jewelry, shell, art glass, Coro, Lisner, Avon & more - our best to ensure the jewelry is not broken or
missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available]

265

Large Lot of Men's & Ladies Watches - incl. Fossil, Pulsar, Waltham, Gruen, Geneva, Structure, & many, many more - no guarantee
the watches run - contents only {in house shipping available}

266

Case Lot Of Sterling And Costume Jewelry - incl. sterling silver (pat pending snake and matching earrings, heart pendant w/ chain, pr.
of leaf shape earrings, & hematite ball with chain). Costume (Coro, Napier, Trifari, gold filled, Bruitilist,Sara Coventry, bakelite,
Hobe, guilloche enamel folding picture holder, Weiss, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is not broken or missing stones
but there is no guarantee {in house shipping available}

267

3 Kenner 1964 Freeway USA Bridge and Turnpike Building Sets #24, 25 and 26 - 24 and 25 100% complete (246 and 364 pc sets) and
26 is 736 pcs 99% complete - in house shipping available

268

7 Jewelry Marking Pliers - 14k, 925, 2 MOI, & 3 with no stamps {in house shipping available}

269

Tray Lot Of Sugar Shakers / Sifters, Cube Jars And Salt & Pepper Sets - cut glass, porcelain, some with silver tops {in house shipping
available}

270

Case Lot of Fashion Jewelry - incl. Kramer, Trifari, rhinestone, art glass, statement necklaces & more - our best to ensure the jewelry is
not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available]

271

Full Case Lot of Fashion Jewelry of Mostly Necklaces & Bracelets - incl. Armani Exchange AX4046S 873/AG black sunglasses, Kate
Spade ID#6348 book, vintage dress clips, Sugar Fix, BR, rhinestone statement necklaces, bangles, etc. - we do our best to ensure the
jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available]

272

1963 Aurora Thunder Jet 500 Sterling Moss Slot Race Car Set - HO scale in orig. box, complete with manual doesn't appear to have
ever been assembled (box as is) - {in house shipping available}

273

Persian 100% Wool Rug - 121 1/2" long X 90 1/2" wide {third party shipping or local pick up only}

274

Large Lot Fashion Jewelry - incl. Weiss, Yves St. Laurent, J. Crew, fresh water pearls, beaded belts, & more - we do our best to ensure
the jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available]

275

Large Lot of Costume Fashion Jewelry - incl. rhinestone, J Crew, faux tortoise shell, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is
not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available]

276

2 Trays of Die Cast & Plastic Model Cars - incl. Johnny Lightning, Green Light, Dinky Toys, & more - contents only {in house shipping
available}

277

70 Masonic Bonnie Blink CornHusker Tokens by Year - Complete 1928-1999, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2006, 2012 and 2015

278

Lot of US Silver Coins, Display Sets and Lots of Wheat Cents - 1987 US Constitution commemorative silver dollar in display case with
external box and certificate, Americana Series Yester Year Collection boxed set of 1908-D Barber half dollar, 1914-D quarter and 1907
dime,1905 V nickel and 1899 Indian Head penny, Americana Presidents Collection higher grade coins with good luster incl silver 1964
half dollar, 1959-D quarter and 1964 dime, 1963 nickel and 1964 penny) 8 35% silver war nickels (1943-S, 1943-P, 2 1944-P, 2 1945-P
and 2 1945-S incl one near mint with great luster), altered coins including gold plated 1980 JFK half dollar with 1960 after stamp date,
1995 gold plated nickel with inset mini coin, restrike replica of 1861-O confederate half dollar 1862 cent, 2004 4 coin Westward
Journey Jefferson nickel coin display, Whitman Lincoln Head Cent Penny book complete from 1941-1969-D with additional 1973 and
1960 large and small date, some with great original luster, and 800+ unsorted wheat cents - in house shipping available

279

Giant Clam Shell - 20" long x 12" wide - real shell of Tridacna Gigas - giant clams are very large bivalves and are native to the Indian
and Pacific Oceans - (some chipping) {in house shipping available}

280

Northwestern Peanut Machine with Key - with glass top - Northwestern, Morris, Ill. {in house shipping available}

281

Full Case Lot of Costume Fashion Jewelry - incl. Chloe CE654SR 219 black frame sunglasses in good condition, large statement
necklaces, bracelets - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only
{in house shipping available]
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282

4 1950-1960s Architectural and Furnishing Plan Kits - 2 1965 Plan-It-Kit Co. Sets (Broyhill Premium Living House Kit 106 Pcs complete
and Mini Furniture 30 Arranging Kit 107 pcs 97% complete), circa 1955 Plan A Home Model Co Kit (301 Pcs, 99% complete) and circa
1965 Plan Your Kitchen Set from Iowa Public Service Co. (48pcs, 100% complete) - in house shipping available

283

115"x78.5' Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - traditional ovate medallion with pendants in arabesque design, triple reflective bands
around navy floral border - bold alternating color elements give great eye appeal ad design integrity (Local pick up only or you
arrange third party shipping)

284

3 Tier Cart Of Heisey, Cambridge, Fostoria, Ruby and other Glass and Collectibles - Fostoria Fairfax (2 blue trio sets, extra cup and
saucer, blue mayo and small June handle plate, Green Fairfax cream and sugar), Baroque candlestick, Fleur de Lis center handle
sandwich tray, dolphin center handle lemon tray), pr Morgantown American Beauty Rose cordials, Heisey Colonial Punch Bowl and
Pedestal (large chip to base of punch bowl), Cambridge heatherbloom plates, 6 gold rimmed sherbets, 3 part relish and candle holder,
4 Swedish North Star etch knopf stem tumblers, Cut crystal tumblers and other glasses, vaseline opalescent coin spot ball base
(hairline), Grape and Panel mil glass candleholder, 7 Olympic souvenir pilsners, 10 Royal Ruby tumblers and several saucers, Ruby art
glass vase, green Ballerina Cameo grill plate, delphinte cherry blossom creamer, Art Deco frame and various pcs small framed art incl
Fragonard tiles, retro vintage hamered aluminium serving trays, Royal Leedam stems (some as is), iridescent glass pumpkin,
Normandy marigold iridescent berry bowls, and more - (Local Pick Up Only)

285

Large Lot of Camera & Lighting Accessories - incl. Neewer double light and tripod set in case, Lowel double light and tripods in rugid
case, Sony CCDFX 410 video recorder, Polaroid (600, Pronto SE, Captiva SLR,), 2 Nikon N65 bodies, World Video micro image system,
Canon A-35F, Minolta 450 FI with lens, QT SI with Lens, Nikon cool-pics 995, Minolta Weather Mate dual 35, land camera, Kindle &
Senior Simple, zoom telescope 8-25x, & more {in house shipping available}

286

Tray Lot of Foreign Coins, Tokens and Medallions, Foreign money incl Shipwreck - 1808 East India Company X Cash (10) coin from the
Shipwreck Admiral Gardner in display case with info (1994 UPM) box full of mixed foreign coins and currency, Bob "Brodway" Cohn
ferrotype, lots of mixed commemorative medals 65mm Bronze Statue of Liberty Centenary 1965, 50mm American Forestry
Centennial 1975, collection of 1964 North Dakota Jubilee coins, loads of mixed foreign coins, 1991 USSR set of coins in folder,
fraternal numismatic and other badges with ribbons and much more - contents only, in house shipping available

287

Bottom of Cart of Vintage Kitchen & Toys - incl. McGraw & Co single slice toaster, scale, cast iron, french fry cutter, hand drill, & more
[local pick up only]

288

172"x116" Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - radiating light blue center floral medallion with cobalt center on red grown with arabesque
design framed in cream with turquoise corner fill, multiple outer borders withvarigated royal blue center floral band - (Local pick up
only or you arrange third party shipping)

289

Pr Silver Plate 2 Pc Three Light Candelabras - w/ drip inserts - 18.5" tall {in house shipping available}

290

Toleware Style Painted Wooden Oval Tray Side Table - trays on wood sissor stand {local pick up only]

291

Epiphone DR 100 Ebony Acoustic Guitar - A nicely crafted aciustic that sports a select spruce top and mahogany body and neck, this
instrument epitomizes Epiphones focus on affordable quality chrome hardware, precision construction and rosewood fingerboard
withdot inlays. Great Gloss Black Dreadnought Guitar (some surface scratches on back, small flake on left front edge and front top
right see photos) [in house shipping available]

292

Sam Moore Furniture Co. Oversized Black Leather French Arm Chair with Ottoman - {local pick up only}

293

150"x118" Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - red ground alternating with navy, full entwining arabesque floral elements radiating from
stacked color rounded diamond form medallion, persimmon, turquoise and other color accents and wide decorative border - (Local
pick up only or you arrange third party shipping)

294

Super Cute Vintage Tile Top Lift Off Tray Table - folding carved wood with bottom shelf (tile in great condition) - 24" tall x 19" wide x
13" deep {in house shipping available}

295

Round Rattan Table with 4 Matching Chairs - 48" diameter x 27" tall (chair cushions as is) {local pick up only}

296

Pair of Mid Century PomPom Hanging Candle Lights - 17" diameter x 22" tall {in house shipping available}

297

2 Hubley 1920-1940 Cast Iron Flower Basket Door Stops - 8"x6" Mixed #35 Flowers with white basket and pastel flowers and 7 1/4"
x6 5/8" Nasturtiums #221 with striking black and mustard striped pot, red and yellow fowers and green leaves - both show great aged
patina and looklike original paint, some minor panot chipping and wear, great eye appeal - in house Shipping available

298

150"x121 Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - teal, mustard and navy rounded petal diamond medallion in red ground with arabesque
flower and vine decoration of orange, reds, & blues,multiple alternating band border (size includes fringe) - (Local pick up only or you
arrange third party shipping)

299

Pair of Vintage Swivel Rattan Chairs - no cushions {local pick up only}

300

3 Pcs. Wood Decor Plus 2 Canes - incl. elephant corner with copper trim box, Thai Goddess, 2 piece 24" tall vase, elephant & brass
accent hook handle cane {local pick up only}

301

Brass Base w/ Green Onyx Coffee Table - decorative scrolled legs and lyre base - 18" tall x 28" long x 19" wide natural fishers not
cracks. {local pick up only}

302

14K Yellow Gold 16" Rope Chain And Africa Continent Pendant With Red Stone - 3.1 dwt {in house shipping available}
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303

6 Morgan Town Rooster Cocktail Glasses in Assorted Colors - ritz blue, ruby, light blue, green, pink and amber - all 4" in house
shipping available

304

7 Sterling Silver Link Bracelets - incl. amethyst heart, pink, black, & white rhinestone, & more - contents only {in house shipping
available}

305

Lot Of Metal Easels And Frames - Pair of wire and cast metal table top easels, 1-spelter painted gold sweetheart table frame, 1ornate brass easel table frame
{in house shipping available}

306

14K Yellow Gold 16" Box Chain And African Continent Pendanqt - 4.4 dwt. {in house shipping available}

307

4 Vintage Hummel Tmk3 Musician Figurines - Accordion Boy 185,Sweet Music 186, Little Fiddler 4 and Serenade 85/0 - In House
shipping Available

308

14K White Gold 23" Chain With 10K White Gold Starfish w/ Diamonds - 14K chain 2.5 dwt, 10K starfish 0.4 dwt {in house shipping
available}

309

Danbury Mint Barbie Figurines incl. Display - 6" tall - all with COA's - {in house shipping available}

310

14K Yellow Gold Charm Pendant - with one flower charm. total weight 1.3 dwt {in house shipping available}

311

Fenton Burmese Rose Bowl, Victorian Tumblers and more - 3 1/4" Burmese rose bowl, 3 tumblers (4.5" purple/blue satin Burmese/
peach blow, 3 1/4" Pink consolidated Florette and cranberry coin optic), 4 matching Victorian glass stoppers and small flower frog - in
house shipping available

312

Lot Of 4 Pair14K Yellow Gold And Gemstone Earrings - stud style with 14k backs on 3 pair, one pair gold filled backs. {in house
shipping available}

313

Hand Carved Stone Tumi, ceremonial knife From Peru - 13 1/2" long X 8 1/2" wide {in house shipping available}

314

Vintage Orange Blossom 14K White Gold And Diamond Wedding Set - diamond size apox 1/4 carat, 2.1 dwt, ring size 5 1/2 {in house
shipping available}

315

Schafer Vater Alice In Wonderland "Suffragette" Bisque Porcelain Sugar & Creamer - Sugar with lid pink bisque two faces with green
wash and gold trim, creamer lavender bisque with green wash and gold trim. {in house shipping available}

316

1 carat Diamond Yellow And White Gold Ring with 2 Side Diamonds - diamond aprox 1 carat, ring size 7 , dwt {in house shipping
available}

317

4 Misc. Size Warwick #1428 Horn of Plenty Vases and Cathedral Vase - 7 1/2" #1413 Cathedral vase with flared lip , leaf and circle
wheel cut decoration, 9"and 7" vases and pair of 1/2" candlestick vases

318

14K Yellow Gold Ring With 5 Emeralds And 4 Diamonds - size 8, 1.4 dwt {in house shipping available}

319

12" Lladro La Maja (The Lady) Bust with Flowers 4668 - Designed by Juan Huerta fine figural head bust with necklace and pair of
applied realistic roses, retired 1985

320

Unusual 14k Gold Ring with Unknown Center Stone - stone possibly a fossil - size: 7 (2.4 dwt. incl. stone) {in house shipping available}

321

Northwood Amethyst Grape and Cable 6 pc Water Set - Deep rich Iridescence - 8" pitcher and five 4" tumblers - in house shipping
available

322

18k Yellow Gold And Obsidian Cabochon Ring - ring size 7, 3.9 dwt, {in house shipping available}

323

Pr of 6" Heisey Rooster Vases - in house shipping available

324

14K Yellow Gold And Jade Ring - ring size 7, 2.5 dwt {in house shipping available}

325

Dugan Peach Opal Carnival Glass Argonaut Shell and Wishbone and Spades - 4" Naitilus/ Argonaut Shell bowl with cupped finger rest
edge and 6" shallow 6 ruffle Wishbone and Spades bowl with strong opal accents - in house shipping available

326

Pair of Hand Carved Shell Cameo Pierced Earrings Set in 14K Gold - 3/4" x 5/8" - wires aren't marked (2.0 incl. cameo, doesn't include
wire) {in house shipping available}

327

Fostoria Amber Coin Kerosene Chamber Lamp with Hard to Find Honeycomb Opal Shade - amber ashtray included - in house shipping
available

328

Egyptian Hieroglyph Lapis & 22k Gold Pendant on 14k Chain - 2" pendant on 18" chain (4.5 dwt. pendant incl. stone) (1.8 dwt. 14k) {in
house shipping available}

329

4 Art Glass Geese and Swan Figurines - Pairpoint, Heisey and More - 11" goose with wings half out and beak open attributed to
Pairpoint by Gundersen (unmarked), 8" mid-century abstract goose figure with NV in C acid etch mark, 8"swan bowl made in England
and 6" tall Heisey wings half way goose - in house shipping avaialable
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330

Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. amber, sand dollar, Gianello watch, & vintage Mexican flying bird with crushed stone inlay pendant
necklaces, leaf & elephant pins, cuff bracelet, 14k gold cubic zirconia, starfish, swirl & hoop earrings - contents only {in house shipping
available}

331

Lot Of Mid Century Modern Art Glass - emerald green Blenko double lip square pitcher 8" tall, cranberry cut to clear pok a dot 17"
wine decanter with stopper & goblet, Orrefors kneeling butterfly girl 63/4", (one money) {in house shipping available}

332

6 Sterling Silver Bangle & Cuff Bracelets - 3 rose wash over sterling silver pink rhinestone & silver cuff bracelets, vine design with
yellow cabochon & champagne color rhineston bangles - contents only {in house shipping available}

333

Tray and Collection of Antique Porcealins - 12"x18" Carlsbad porcelain tray with embossed ruffle and scroll edges, 6" Italian faience
display of bucket full of lemons (minor glaze rub to rim), 8" Columbian World's Fair The Hall of Mines and Mining plate wirh
embossed basket weave rim and faux napkin design (crazing), 6 1/2" white english syrup, 3 Austrian ramekins and 2" sble decorated
mini pitcher - in house shipping available

334

Tray of Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. unusual vintage dragon, screw back earrings, & intricate pin of inlayed feathers (as is condition)
stamped with chop mark & K.C., turquoise, abalone, marcasite & baroque pearl, & Celtic pendant necklaces, clothes pin sweater clip,
Bernard Medlahl Norway enameled kissing doves pin, Siam ring, 12k gold filled cufflinks, {in house shipping available}

335

10" Waterford Crystal Artisa Collection King of Leister Vase in Original Box - complete with original Artisan Collection ribbon, 2 display
info stands and inside foam liner vase protection pieces - in house shipping available

336

7 Sterling Silver Rings - incl. green & white cubic zirconia, flower, & more - contents only {in house shipping available}

337

2 Fenton Carnival Glass Bowls - Peacock and Grapes and Peacock and Dahlia - 8" ICS (ice cream shape) cupped lip blue Peacock and
Grapes bowl with Bearded Berry extetior and 6" six ruffle marigold Peacock and Dahlia bowl with Berry and Leaf Circle exterior - both
with strong color and eye appeal - in house shipping available

338

Contemporary Artisan Opal in Sterling Silver Necklace Suite - with mosaic opal cabochon 18" necklace with 1.5" dangle & matching
pierced earrings (unmarked but guaranteed to be sterling silver) {in house shipping available}

339

World Monetary Exchange Grand Armored Safe free standing safe 22 3/4" Wide, 15 3/4" Deep, 38" Tall Black with gold decoration, 8 interior shelves below lockable small
compartment that need lock and key. paint in great condition with exception tothetop has serface scratches see photo {combination
in office only given to buyer} { buyer must pick up or contact 3rd party shipping to pick up}

340

Tray Lot Of Sterling And Gold Filled Jewelry - Including Thimble, sterling pendant and chain "If I were A star Of Even, i'd rise and set
for thee" by Franklin Mint, 3 chains and crosses, Rolled Gold Victorian watch fob and chain, earrings, turquoise ring, marcasite pin
with colored stones, vintage German earrings, and more {in house shipping available}

341

Giuseppe Armani 14" Unicorn and 6" Pair of Parrots - by Florence - rearing unicorn is dated 1982, parrots are #1398S and dated 1999in house shipping available

342

Lot Of Sterling Silver Mid Century Modern Jewelry - Including- Taxco - Bracelet and matching earrings, ribbon circle pin marked CII
over TM, enamel and shell inlaid cuff bracelet, Mexico calender pin, shell inlaid cufflinks, continental hand made square swirl pin, and
More. {in house shipping available}

343

34 2004-2006 Westward Journey Commemoratives/Jefferson Nickel Sets and more - "Western Journey Commemoratives" lucite
displays of the 4 Westward Journey nickels 2004 Peace Medal and Keelboat, 2005 American Bison and Ocean In View (2 Regular, Gold
and Platinum Edition 2 Coin Denver and Philadelphia sets and single set 3 coin Proof for each) and 2006 half profile Jefferson (2 each
Regular, Gold and Platinum edition sets, no Proof set), 1 roll of 50 each for American Bison Denver and Philadelphia and Ocean In
view Denver and Philadelphia, 6,25"x6" Unopened display set of the 2004 Presidential dollars (Washington, Adams, Jefferson and
Madison P & D) plus US Mint 1981 and 1998 Proof Sets - in house shipping available

344

Vintage Norway Guilloche Enamel Silhouette Sterling Silver Bracelet - safety chain - 7.25" long x 0.5" wide stamped 925 S.G.R. (very
good condition) {in house shipping available}

345

1929 Waverly Studios Spanish Lady Cast Iron Door Stop - 9 5/8"x5 1/8", designed by Rosa May Pickard, back marked "Pat. Appld
For" - red and black dress with yellow flowers, standing next to fringed drape stool with fan great detail and eye appeal, bright paint in house shipping available

346

Vintage Italian Vermeil Mesh Bracelet - gold over sterling silver 1" wide x 7.5" long with safety clasp (in very good condition) {in house
shipping available}

347

Tray Full of Pipes, Humidor and Related Tobacciana - 10 Pipes Including Meerschaum Arab head, bowl form in case and
Karvit yourself in box, Ehrlich Boston imported Briarwood, Carey Magic Inch briar Israel and Grecian, Longchamp leather wrapped,
Weller Imported Briar, round pipe stand with glass humidor wood humidor, 2 wood cigar boxes, Granger 1 lb canister rough cut pipe
tobacco tin and Edgeworth plug slice tin litho and cardboard tins, Holophane Illumination service advertising ash try and more

348

9k Gold & Jade "Long Life" Chinese Pendant Necklace - on 10k figaro gold 18" chain (1.4 dwt. chain) {in house shipping available}

349

Tray Lot of Ladies Collectibles - Fans, Photos, Hat Pins and More - antique hand fans with bone handle and feather accents, paper and
more in varied conditions, Ullman Mfg Co NY 1898 and 1900 copyright Hand Colored photos under glass with gilt tin edge accents ,
small Gibson Girl wall art and pr framed carved bone shadowbox bull and matador and Flamenco dancers, Vintage photo
print thermometers, retro plastic bracelets, on velvet display stand, necklace display, hat pin holder (foot chip) with 5 varied hat
pins, 13bone handled magnifying glass, box of atomizer tops and mout fittings, calling card case, figure of mother and child,
crocheted doll bed cover and throw, plastic donkey child's buckle and more - contents only, in house shipping available

350

5 Sterling Silver Rings with COA's - All Size 9 - ametrin with amethyst & citrine, Zambian emerald, blue diamond, & rutile quartz with
yellow sapphire - 3 new with tags by The Genuine Gemstone Company {in house shipping available}
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351

Tray lot of Scales - Gold, Spring and Hanging Balance - Portable gold scale with complete with all weights kn velvet lined box, 7.5"
Chatillons Improved Spring Balance and hard to find 4" size "Utility" spring scales, and hanging steelyard unequal arm balance scales

352

2 Morgan Silver Dollars - 1886 with Brilliant Luster and 1900-O - in house shipping available

353

1100+ Antique & Vintage Postcards - incl. Victorian religious, Easter, Valentine's, Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year's, St. Patrick's
Day, Birthday, & more ({in house shipping availabe}

354

3 Morgan Dollars - 1880-O, 1881-O, and 1921-S - 1880-O 5,305,000 mintage, 1881-O 5,708,000 mintage and 1921-S 21,695,000
mintage - All Grading notations on coin cards are opinions - check photos for details - in house shipping available

355

Swarovski "Masquerade Columbine" CSC Annual Edition 2000 - with box, and outer box and Certificate.

356

2 2014 10 Yuan Silver Panda Coins (1 PCGS MS70, 1 ungrade) - 1 coin is PCGS First Strike Edition MS70, second is in ungraded but of
similar quality in original capsule - image of Giant Panda with tree branch, obverse is the World Heritage Site The Hall of Prayer for
Abundant Harvests located within Temple of Heaven complex in Beijing each coin is 1 troy oz .999 silver. Great eye appeal! (in house
shipping available)

357

Antique Carved Ivory Japanese Woman Tea Ceremony 7 1/4" With Stand - polychrome blue, pink and black. {in house pick up only}

358

2 Scarce US Silver Peace Dollars 1934-S + 1935 - 1934-S 1,011,000 mintage and 1935 1,576,000 mintage - All Grading notations on
coin cards are opinions - check photos for details - in house shipping available

359

4 Stangl Art Pottery Bird Figurines - 5" Chestnut Chickadee 3811, Two 4 1/4" Love Birds 3400, and 3.5" Oriole 3402 - in house shipping
available

360

NGC MS69 2010 Australian Year of the Tiger 1 troy oz .999 Silver Dollar - Zodiac Series, image of relaxing tiger with crowned bust of
Elizabeth II on other side, desirable world bullion coin with great eye appeal - in house shipping available

361

Lot Of Tablewares - Pair Of African Animal Wood And Metal Napkin rings, kudu and cheetah with gift boxes. and cut crystal cruet
with stopper.

362

NGC MS70 2002 Australian Year of the Horse 1 troy oz .999 Silver Dollar - Zodiac/ Lunar Series, image of a running horse with
crowned bust of Elizabeth II on other side, desirable world bullion coin with great eye appeal - in house shipping available

363

Sterling Silver 5 Coasters, 9" Plate & Silver Plate Tray With Wick Cutter - 4 coasters with white glass with transfer of wagons
/ carriages, 1 with cut crystal, 1 9" with rope & pierced rim deep plate by Cornwell. silver plate tray and wick cutter set. {in house
shipping available}

364

4 US Silver Peace Dollars - 1922 P and D, 1923 and Rare 1924-S - only 1,728,000 mintage of 1924-S - in house shipping available

365

Authentic 2018 Gucci House of Love Slipper in Orig. Box with Matching UPC Codes - brown suede square G, faux fur, & leather sole
with spiked bee and rays motif - 0.5" height, Made in Italy, size: 11 - (slightly worn, see photos) {in house shipping available}

366

3 Varieties of 1868 Rev 68 FS-906 Step Tail Shield Nickels - one marked Steptail "Racketeer" Rim "Reeded" Damage, one marked Cud
at Date and one simply Steptail (from estate collection of shield and three cent nickel die error variety enthusiast, grading an type
notations are his educated opinions from extended research - have attempted to post important closeups for you to decide.) - in
house shipping available

367

Lot of Sterling Silver Tablewares - incl. 6" footed weighted bonbon, 2 pair weighted candlesticks one with floating flower inserts, 7
pcs. of Alvin flatware with W monogram, Gorham baby fork & spoon, & Whiting 3 pc. baby set ALL ARE IN USED CONDITION WITH
DINGS AND DENTS {in house shipping available}

368

2 1923 VAM 1-F "Chin Bar" Silver Peace Dollars - noticeable die gouge vertical from chin on the right edge of D in GOD, down to edge
of 1 (in house shipping available

369

Tray Lot Of Masonic Freemason Collar pins, Tie Clssps & Button Covers - 100 plus pinnies, 22 tie clasps, 2 sets od5 button covers and
more

370

2 PCGS PR69DCAM Commemorative Silver Dollars - RFK, Louis & Clark - 1998-S Deep Cameo Robert F. Kennedy Portrait in great
detail, 2004-P Lewis and Clark Bicentennial - In House Shipping Available

371

Authentic Louis Vuitton Rubber Waterfront Monogrammed Mule Slide - #VS1107 - size: 11 (slightly worn) {in house shipping available}

372

4 PCGS MS 66 Silver Washington Quarters - 1955, 1956, 1957 and 1958 - Some toning - in house shipping available0p]

373

Authentic Gucci Brown with Gold Pursuit 72 Knit Slides - with box and bags - serial no. inside shoe 494758 11 160, (slightly worn, see
photos) - size: 10.5 {in house shipping available}

374

6 BU High Grade Mercury Silver Dimes - 1926 FSB, 1935-S, 1936, 1938-D FSB, 1939, 1940-D, 1941 FSB, 1942, and 2 1944-D (1 FSB),
brilliant lusters, BU Gem and MS-64 notations, most with no to minimal toning, all worthy of professional grading - (from estate
collection of coin enthusiast, grading is his educated opinion - check closeups to decide.) - in house shipping available

375

8 Pcs. Hand Blown Art Glass - incl. Murano amethyst controlled bubble free form bowl, green controlled bubble basket, Crystal Clear
pastel handled basket, tri-lobe bowl, & more - all in very good condition {in house shipping available}

376

2 MS 64 FBL Franklin Silver Dollars - PCGS 1963-D and NGC 1959-D - in house shipping available
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377

Tray lot of 5 straight razors and 9 razor boxes plus 3 pocket knives - well used, as is - in house shipping available

378

1986 & 1989 American Eagle .999 Silver 1 Troy Oz. Bullion Coins - Both in great shape with protective displays, some toning - in house
shipping available

379

Greenleaf Doll House Kit w/ Dolls & Accessories - The Glencroft house kit never assembled in box, 25+ The Doll House Emporium 6"
dolls (many new in orig. packaging, dolls with no packaging have smoke odor), & lots of house furnishings & accessories {in house
shipping available}

380

2 1935 Peace Silver Dollars - 1,576,000 mintage - in house shipping available

381

14 Misc. Color Duncan and Miller Swan and Duck Bowls, Trays and Figurines - 12" and 8" chartreuse , 12" and 5" clear and 8" swan
bowls, 5" and 3" solid swans, 8" cigar, 3 5" and 2 4" individual duck ashtrays and 4" duck paperweight - in house shipping available

382

4 US Silver Peace Dollars - 1922 P and D, 1923-D and 1926-S - in house shipping avaiable

383

Tray Lot of Vintage Desk and Den Collectibles - Green blended glaze Art Nouveau tile with garland draped image, HL Judd bronzed
finish expanding book stand with dancing cherubs holding fruit and flower bounty garland, 11" Silver over copper floral embossed
repousse vase with English touch marks, brass eagle finial paperweight with fold out magnifying glass, tall adjustable swivel desk top
magnifying glass, pr of curious puppies bookends, Washington Navy Yard Museum souvenir cast iron Anchor desk pen set - in house
shipping available

384

5 Shield Nickel 1868/ Rev '67 RPD Die Error Varieties - Repunched Date types with 2 1868/8 S1-3041 (AU and XF+/AU), 1868/1 S13027 VF/XF, 1868/8 S1-8000 XF and 1868 F-32 XF - (from estate collection of Shield Nickel die variety enthusiast, grading an type
notations are his educated opinions from extended research - have attempted to post important closeups for you to decide.) - in
house shipping available

385

Men's Collectible Lot with Knives, Fishing, Steins and More - 2 German beer steins (1/2 L cream ware body with defiled embossed
flowers around raised line courting couple portrait within cartouche framing stamped Germany and gray rolled lip stein with scenic
images of Southern Bavarian castles and portrait of King Ludwig von Bayern), 9" Devonshire of Peabody Mass Fishing Lure in orig box,
Mr Bartender on jigger liquor pourer in original box, folk art figural bottle stopper, Dacor scuba knife and scabbard, Cree tactical
SWAT flashlight with box and add ons, metal clock form picture frame, Official Mass. Lobster Gage, Carvel Hall steak knives, Durham
Duplex razor, horse shoe door and hames tip knocker, advertising mini hammers, shoe lacers and more

386

Lot 12 Ancient Bronze Roman Rings - Different sizes, plain to ornate center accents - in house shipping available

387

Authentic Gucci Men's Sandals with Orig. Box, Bags, & UPC Code - jersey cube G, #496978 9H030 2166, size: 10.5 (slightly worn, see
photos overall good condition)- {in house shipping available}

388

NGC PF 67 1964 Silver Kennedy Half Dollar with Accent Hair - in house shipping available

389

Authentic Gucci White Slide Sandal - with bags but no box, (slightly worn, see photos), size: 11 {in house shipping available}

390

5 NGC MS 67 (4 PL and 1 DPL) 2000-D Millennium Set Sacagawea Dollars - in house shipping available

391

7 Pcs Imperial Marigold and Related Carnival Glass Pitchers, Bowls and Tumblers - Marigold carnival glass 8" Lustre Rose water
pitcher and two 4.5" tumblers, 6" Star Medallion and Frosted Block milk pitchers, Imperial Grape 3" bowl and clambroth 8" Acanthus
bowl - in house shipping available

392

2 Navajo Sandy Sangster "Two Feathers" Masonic Native American Sterling Silver & Turquoise Pendants - both marked with 2
feathers for Navajo Sandy Sangster "Two Feathers" total weight for both 0.705 ozt, 1 1/2" across, both one money. {in house
shipping available}

393

Bristol, Millefiori, Crystal and other Art Glass - 10" Bristol green vase with bird and branch enameling, 7 1/4" pear form blue and
white glass vase with abstract multi color wave form designs and cherry red rim, satin finish millefiori 3 1/2" tumbler and 4 1/4" bell,
blue cut to clear 4.5" bowl with square crystal foot and 10 glass candies - in house shipping available

394

6 High Grade Sacagawea 200-D Millenium Set Dollars - 3 PCGS MS67, NGC MS 65 DPL and 2 MS66 DPL - in house shipping available

395

25 1950s Jazz 10" Vinyl Record Albums - Contemporary Records G 2507 mary lou williams, Vanguard Jazz Showcase Vic Dickenson
Septet, Pacific Jazz PJLP-2 Gerry Mulligan Quartet, Capitol Records Songs bt Kay Starr, Pacific Jazz Records Laurindo Almeida Quartet
Vol 2 featuring Bud Shank, MGM You're Hearing George Shearing and his Quartet, Prestige LP 212 Hamp Hawkes Quartet, Capitol
Records Art Tatum, Blue Note Vol 3 The Eminent Jay Jay Johnson, Blue Note 5039 vol. 3 art Blakey quintet, Vanguard Jazz Showcase
VRS 8020 Ruby Braff Ellis Larkins 2 Part Inventions in Jazz, Savoy MG 9017 Volume 2 New Trends of Jazz Kai Winding, Contemporary
Modern Jazz Series C 2518 Shelly Manne & Russ Freeman, Blue Note LP 7002 & 7003 Sidney Bechet Classics Vol;I and Vol. 2,Pacific
Jazz Records Chet Baker Sextet,Circle Records L-413 Ralph Sutton at the piano, Roost Records The Bud Powell Trio, Pacific Jazz
Records Bob Brookmeyer Quartet,

396

5 Sets of US Special Mint and UNC Coin Sets 1967-1970 - 1967 Special Mint Set, 2 1969 and 2 1970 Uncirculated sets, all with 40%
silver half dollars (1970 sets are still sealed) - in house shipping available

397

2 Louisville Slugger Bats - 1-Detroit Tigers 2006 American League World Series Bat #125 Brad Caldwell, in plastic case (as Is), 1-Detroit
Tigers #126 Carlos Guillen Genuine C243 SIGNED " To Ber {For Bermudez} Happy B. Cy" for Cy Young & Carlos Guillen in plastic case
(as Is) (both bats one money) {in house shipping available}
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398

5 MS65 1965 40% Silver JFK Half Dollars NGC & PCGS - 1 PCGS and 5 NGC graded and slabbed John F Kennedy Half Dollars - in house
shipping available

399

4 Rib Optic Opalescent Glass Shades - spiral optic 6 1/2" flame form, 6" minaret form, 4 1/2" with petticoat flute rim, 2 1/2" rib optic
miniature lamp shade with cranberry crest,

400

5 JFK 1 0z .999 Pure Silver Coin Round Medals/Tokens - Lincoln Mint "The Legacy of John F Kennedy" medals are struck in High Relief
Proof, each celebrating an event in JFK's life from boyhood to burial, released in 1971 - Boyhood of a Legend, The Senaor feom
Massachusetts, His Parties Choice, A Giant Step Into Space, and Bay of Pigs - each medal is 39mm and weight 1 troy oz - total 5 troy
oz .999 pure silver - in house shipping available

401

7 Small, Mini and Tiny Royal Doulton Character Jugs - 3.5" Small Neptune D6552,2.5" Mini Falstaff D6519, Long John Silver D6512,
Auld Mac A Mark (D5824) and Viking D6526 and 1.25" Tiny Sairey Gamp D6146 and Old Charley D6144 in house shipping available

402

2 Boxed Sets 1988 .925 Silver 10,000 and 5,000 Won Korean Olympics Coins - each set in original boxes in capsules, High MS grade,
undisturbed weighing 33.62g and 16.81g (that's 1 oz and 1/2 oz .999 silver weight for each coin) - cases are intact, exterior slightly
sticky from age, coins have great eye appeal - in house shipping available

403

Heisey Priscilla Decanter, 3 Peerless Cocktails and 6 Pc Panel Cut Decanter Set - 13" ten panel Priscilla #351 decanter with double
ringed neck, three 4 1/4" Peerless #308 2 oz cocktails and unidentified 12" ten petal cut panel decanter with octagon stopper and five
7" 6 petal cut panel wines - in house shipping available

404

30 Vietnam Era Series 692 Military Payment Currency Notes - 1 blue 25C, 8 vermilion 5C and 21teal 10C notes - Series 692 was used
exclusively in Vietnam 1970-1973 - various conditions - in house shipping available

405

Collection of Mid Century Kitchen Ware - fiberglass floral motif salad set & platter, set 4 reverse primary color pyrex bowls (finish
shows signs of age) & Penguin hot & cold server by The West Bend Company and 4 stack Pyrex mixing bowls green, yellow, orange, &
blue {in house shipping available}

406

2 1986 5 Yuan Silver Clipper Coin Rounds - MS+, front image of clipper ship asea, reverse shows great wall Station, in original display
presentation boxes with cover box and papers - .900 coin silver, 36 mm, 26.6 grams (24g fine silver) in house shipping available

407

Royal Doulton LE Ship's Figureheads Ajax HN 2908 - From the ship 74 Guns (British) 1809-1865 - No 153 of 950 in velvet lined octagon
display presentation box with wooden name plate display as well - perfect shape, great design and color and really nice gift box - in
house shipping available

408

Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. Daniel Swarovski bird of paradise pin, Persian bangle bracelet (unmarked), multi-hoop Taxco screw back
earrings (.870 silver), bracelets, gold plate over sterling, Taxco, DAD & other rings, gold filled leaf pendant necklace, moonstone
earrings, & more - contents only {in house shipping available}

409

50 Vintage Rock and Roll Vinyl Record Albums - including Black Sabbath, Led Zeppelin, Ted Nugent, Box of Frogs, The Cars, Moody
Blues, Jethro Tull, Boston, Rush, Joan Jett, Bad Co., Styx, Donna Summer, Stevie Nicks, Elton John, CCR, ZZ Top, Doobie Brothers, Thin
Lizzie, and More - in house shipping available

410

5 Antique Sterling Silver Napkin Rings - by Robert Pringle & Sons, 1905 English Chester mark, all monogrammed wth a different letter
(2 have dents, pictured - 1.4 troy oz.) {in house shipping available}

411

Adorable Christmas Tree with Santa Claus Boot Base - 65" tall complete with hand blown glass ornaments of candles, flamingos,
Santa Claus, snowmen, etc. (tree comes apart into 3 separate pcs. plus base, boots attached to wood base, crack near left foot but
still very sturdy) {in house shipping available}

412

Order of Malta .800 Silver Desk Items with inset Emmanuel de Rohan Coins and .800 Silver ladle - 1789 Order of Malta Emmanuel de
Rohan 30 Tira silver coin (29.5 g, 42mm) with die clash (Bust facing right, "F Emmanuel De Rohan M. M." with reeded edge, embossed
backward Hospita die clash from reverse stamped below MM of obverse, noticeable scratches to surface, edge wear from holder,RS
#29 from Coins of the Cross of Malta by Rostelli & Sammut, R-3) with 4"x4" holder of ovate weighted base engraved with "Mandel de
Bono M.D." and marked 800 with two dragons holding up circle with Maltese cross top into which the coin will snap, desk blotter
similarly engraved with inset 1779 2 Tari coin RS #061 on blotter knob (knob weights 1.24 t oz with attached metal screw included)
and two 4 Tari 1780 RS#058 coins in top plate marked .800 with hall marks (2.55 troy oz wt, crescent sides of wood blotter body also
have plate of silver cover but are attached so can't be weighed) amd 1.5 t oz ladle with Maltese cross in circle finial, twist handle
marked 800 with hallmarks - in house shipping available

413

40 Vintage Jazz Vinyl Record Albums - Benny Goodman easy does it "Session for Six", Manny Albam and his Orchestra Double
Exposures, julian Cannonball adderley, WB The 1st Jazz Piano Quartet, jack MONTROSE sextet, RCA Camden Modern Jazz Piano Four
Views, RCA Let It The Jazz Piano Quartet, MJR8108 master jazz piano volume 2, Columbia Mildred Bailey Her Great Performances
1929-1946, Jay McShann The Last of the Blue Devils, Commodore Mel Powell Joe Bushkin, Pablo The Tatum Group Masterpieces,
pablo Montreux JATP , Blowin' The Blues Away The Bob Wilber Quintet, 2 record set Ella Fitzgerald sings the Duke Ellington song
book, Buddy Rich Swingin' New Big Band, Vogue 25 Geants du piano jazz, Capitol Jazz Classics Vol 3 Art Tatum Solo Piano, Big Band at
the Savoy Ballroom The Nat Pierce Orchestra, Blue Note 1595 Somethin' Else Cannonball Adderley Miles Davis Hank Jones Sam Jones
Art Blakey, Columbia The Sound of Jazz, Jonah Jones After Hour Jazz, RCA Victor The Will Bradley Johnny Guarnieri Band Big Band
Boogie, RCA Victor Together Again The Benny Goodman Quartet, Capitol Jazz Classics Vol 5 Coleman Hawkins Hollywood Stampede,
The Time Keepers Count Basie Meets Oscar Peterson, Louis Armstrong Mame!, United Artists Aspects Benny Carter, Jazz Piano Art
Tatum piano solos, Liberty Martial Solal Trio in Concert, The Art of Jazz Piano, JNF Ellington at Newport, Columbia Duke Ellington
Blues in Orbit, Jazz Greatest Names Sir Charles Thompson Hey There!, Quintessence Jazz Series Sonny Rollins Green Dolphin Street,
RCA Victor LPM-1393 Guide to Jazz, Columbia Duke Ellington Piano in the Background, Atlantic 1231 Fontessa The Modern Jazz
Quartet, Verve Not So Dukish Johnny Hodges and his Orchestra, RCA Victor LPM-2227after hours erskine hawkins, and his orchestra

414

Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. Beau cuff bracelet, German enameled singing bird pin (some loss on enamel) & 7 crystal pendant
necklaces on sterling silver chains {in house shipping available}

415

Dewalt DCOII Worksite Radio/Charger - electric & battery operated {in house shipping available}
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416

Giant Clam Shell - 18" long x 11" wide - real shell of Tridacna Gigas - giant clams are very large bivalves and are native to the Indian
and Pacific Oceans - (some chipping) {in house shipping available}

417

3 Large Royal Doulton Character Jugs - 7 1/2" St George D 6618 with dragon handle, 6 1/2" Viking D 6496 with dragon ship prow
handle, an d7" Bacchus D6499 with grape vine handle - in house shipping available

418

Brass Doll Bed and Metal Decor - letter openers, spittoons, copper bugle,, cast iron insect door knocks, & more {local pick up only}

419

Tray Lot of Asian Inspired Items - incl. 14.25" rose medallion Gump's charger in wood stand, dancing couple tobacco cutter, clay
figures, hand carved wooden mask, enamel on copper pin trays, cloisonne apple, pair of soap stone wax seals, carved walnut, pair of
Thai goddesses, & more {in house shipping available}

420

Ornate Burma/Thai Design Altar Temple Spirit House - 38"×23"×15", fancy copper and aluminum encased construction, step temple
to reliquary/ icon center behind pillar front doors, pull out stand shelf and base drawer - top accent finial is removable

421

LeCoultre Cie Perpetual Motion Atmos Mantle Clock with Moving Box - with tag & papers, caliber 526-5 Swiss (case and clock needs
cleaning, runs for about an hour then stops) {in house shipping available}

422

1880 - 2 Volume La Sacra Bibbi Tomo Premo Leather Bound Bibles - Terza edizione Milano Fratelli Treves, Editori (some spine
damage) {in house shipping available}

423

Spectacular Antique Dome Top Mosaic Mirrored Continental Trunk - completely covered with multi-color mirror and glass,gold gilt
flower design and inside compartment - 21.5"x14"x12" {in house shipping available}

424

Kent Coffey "The Grandeur" American Mid Century Credenza / Dresser - 74" wide x 20" deep x 32" tall (some signs of age, see
photos) {local pick up only}

425

Unusual Vintage Fiberglass Panel Accent Tables with Bird & Fish Lithographs Decorations - 17.75" tall x 12" square {Local pick up or
3rd party shipping only}

426

Kent Coffey The Grandeur American Mid Century Chest - 3 drawers over 2 - 52.5" tall x 42" wide x 20" deep (some signs of age, see
photos) {local pick up only}

427

Antique Pumpkin Pine 5 Board Trunk - with textile treasures - 42.5" wide x 22.5" deep x 20.5" tall (with tin mouse hole repair)
{Local pick up only}

428

Mid Century End Table / Night Stand - raised on 4 tapered legs with drawer - 24" tall x 15" deep x 20.25" wide (some signs of age, see
photos) {Local Pickup}

429

Thermoelectric Wine Cooler - clean in good working condition 36.5" tall x 20" deep x 10" wide {Local pick up only}

430

2005 MLB All Star Game Folding Chair & Cousion Comerica Park - Detroit Tigers , July 12, 2005 - This is a very high quality folding
chair with a heavily padded seat, back and arm rests decorated with official MLB 2005 All Star Game logos on the seat and back rest.
Mfg by Clarin, The chair is in used condition with no tears scratches, fading or logo wear to cusions,{ ONE FOOT BACK LEFT RUBBER
TORN and some chips to paint] and it is a very comfortable seat. EXCELLENT ADDITION TO ANY MAN CAVE OR FINE DINING ROOM!

431

6 Waterford Crystal "Cardiffe" Continental Champagne Flutes - 9 1/8" tall discontinued pattern in beautiful condition with orig. boxes
{in house shipping available}

432

French Art Deco Beaded Purse with Blue Rhinestone Decoration - great geometric design with bright steel cut beads and bezel set
blue rhinestones, soft suede lining with pocket - 7"x 6" incl. fringe (starring to come apart at the seam near the handle but in very
good condition for age) {in house shipping available}

433

2 Victorian Princess Crown Vases - 14" & 10" {in house shipping available}

434

4 PCGS MS66 Roosevelt 1949-S Silver Key Date Dimes - some toning, one with special eye appeal - in house shipping available

435

Lladro #4851 Lady Golfer - 11" tall (no box) {in house shipping available}

436

Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. Ross & Simons buddha pendant new in box, Michael Dawkins pearl bracelet, round, cross, heart, &
drop pendant necklaces, earrings, & more {in house shipping available}

437

6 Waterford Crystal "Cardiffe" Claret Wine Stems - 8.25"" tall discontinued pattern in beautiful condition with orig. boxes {in house
shipping available}

438

3 PCGS MS66 Washington Silver Quarters -1955, 1947-S and 1941 - 1941 and 1947-S have brilliant luster, great eye appeal, 1955
shows toning - in house shipping available

439

Set of 8 Cut to Clear Wine Stems - 8.25" tall - 2 each green, cranberry, cobalt, & amethyst (in great condition) {in house shipping
available}

440

4 Authentic Pandora Bracelets - 3 New in Box - 3 leather in orig. boxes & sterling silver with 2 orig. Pandora charms of teddy bear &
turtle - {in house shipping available}

441

6"×12" Cobalt Glaze Porcelain Bowl With Twin Golden Dolphin Handle - well detailed heavy porcelain display centerpiece - lobed
bowl with detailed crown and scroll hand painted center design, twin dolphin handle in all over gold and gold rim accents - embossed
axe mark in base, raised on 3 small feet - in house shipping available
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442

Misc US Silver Coinage - Mercury Dimes and More - 48 misc date Mercury dimes, 1929 Standing Liberty quarter, 1944-D Walking
Liberty and 1964 Kennedy half dollars and buffalo nickel - in house shipping available

443

4 pcs. of Orrefors Crystal - pair of 4.5" bowls & 6.5" & 5.5" vases{in house shipping available}

444

Navajo Turquoise & Sterling Silver Squash Blossom Necklace - double strand beaded necklace - 24" long (unmarked) {in house
shipping available}

445

Dahl Jensen Copenhagen German Shepherd Porcelain Figurine - 5 7/8" x 10 1/4" reclining dog figure with head up, DJ Copenhagen
Mark - in house shipping available

446

4 NGC MS 66 Washington Silver Quarters - 1946-D, 1947-S, 1954 and 1954-S - Brilliant luster, great eye appeal -1954-S is marked MS
66 W for White (untoned) - in house shipping available

447

LLadro 1984 Daisa Oriental Girl With Flowers # 1.450 Japonestia Sentada - 7" tall with box - beautiful condition [in house shipping
available]

448

Tray lot of Flying Eagle, Indian Head and Wheat Pennies - 1858 Flying Eagle penny, 43 Indian Head including1859 with laurel wreath
back, 1863 and 1864 thick planchet bronze, 1865, 1867, 1879, 3 -1880, 1881, 2 -1882, 2 -1886, 1889, 6 -1890, 3 -1891, 1892, 2 -1893,
4 -1896, 3 -1897, 4 -1898, 3 -1899 and 2 -1906 and 100+ misc unsorted wheat cents including 1956 UNC with bright original patina

449

11" Lladro Turtle Dove #4550 and 8.5" NAO Elephant - Turtle dove with wings raised on flowering limb and Elephant trumpeting - in
house shipping available

450

3 Morgan Silver Dollars - 1879 and 2 AU Scarce 1879-O - All Grading is opinion - check photos for details - In House Shipping Available

451

3 Hat Pin Holders With 6 Hat Pins - 2 Nippon and 1 RS Germany with 5.25" frog, 8" shell, 9.5" art nouveau, and 4 glass beads {in house
shipping available}

452

3 US Silver Morgan Dollars - Rare 1892, 1888 and 1882-S - Rare 1892 with only 1,036,00 mintage - All grading notations on coin cards
are opinions - check photos for details - in house shipping available

453

6 Waterford Crystal "Cardiffe" Goblets - 8.75" tall discontinued pattern in beautiful condition with orig. boxes {in house shipping
available}

454

NGC PF 69 & Ultra Cameo Commemorative Half Dollars - 1991-S Mount Rushmore, 1992-P & 1995-S Olympics - Great details in
Mount Rushmore relief obverse and Bison reverse, 1992-S Olympics features gymnastic girl in front of Flag obverse, 1995-S Olympics
is Basketball - in house shipping available

455

3 Pcs. Cobalt Blue Glass - 10" applied handled martini pitcher, 7" - 2 handled ice bucket, & 9.5"x8.5" pineapple pattern cut to clear
center bowl - {in house shipping available}

456

9 Walking Liberty Half Dollars - 1934, 1936, 1940, 3 -1943, 1943-S and 2 -1945 - in house shipping available

457

Vaseline to Cranberry Opalescent Ruffle Footed Bowl - 8.5"x5.5" {ln house shipping available}

458

Tray of Foreign Currency and Commemorative Silver Coins - 1888A Paris mint 1 Franc .835 silver coin, six .625 silver UNC German
coins (2 -1951D and 1 -1951F 5 mark and 3 1972 - F,G and J - Munchen German Olympic Games 10 Mark), 1960 and 2 1991 German 5
mark Notes, and 3 uncirculated Russian currency notes (1909 Goverment Credit 5 rubles, 1961 100 and 1991 500 Roubles notes) - in
house shipping available

459

Orient and Flume Petite Blue Aurene Glass Vase with Box and Papers - hand Signed and Numbered 4" vase with flowing abstract
mermaid swirl accents - original box, full signature, tag and numbering - in house shipping available

460

Vintage Double Strand Coral Necklace - 18.5" long {in house shipping available}

461

2 Royal Doulton Male Figurines - The Shepherd and Owd Willum - 8.5" The Shepherd HN 1975, 6 3/4" Owd Willum HN 2042 bone
china figurines - in house shipping available

462

Tray Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. vintage cannetille choker, baroque pearl necklace, AIS cuff bracelet, (small scratch on stone), lapis &
crystal earrings - contents only {in house shipping available}

463

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas "Hands Faces" 2002 - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 24" X 30"
unframed signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and
penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity.Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art,
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger,
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping
available}
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464

Tray Natural Stone Jewelry incl. Sterling Silver - vintage tourmaline necklace & multi stone mineral bracelet both set in sterling silver,
amethyst beaded necklace with matching earrings with sterling silver accent beads, substantial Kenneth Lane polished stone beaded
necklace, & malachite beaded necklace {in house shipping available}

465

5 Christmas Decorations - incl. Party Lite snow globe & snowman skating rink (both working music boxes, skating rink is missing glass
candle holder) wood Advent calendar with secret compartment in the back (#3 is missing the knob), wood & brass reindeer & sleigh,
& light up wreath in orig. packaging {in house shipping available}

466

5 JFK 1 0z .999 Pure Silver Coin Round Medals/Tokens - Lincoln Mint "The Legacy of John F Kennedy" medals are struck in High Relief
Proof, each celebrating an event in JFK's life from boyhood to burial, released in 1971 - Caroline and John Jr., The Inauguration, Birth
of the Peace Corps, Medicare Promise and Culture in the Whitehouse - each medal is 39mm and weight 1 troy oz - total 5 troy oz .999
pure silver - in house shipping available

467

Box Lot of 170+ Comic Books - 150+ NM Ultraverse/ Malibu (in plastic, 2 per bag and boarded) incl Rune, Prime, Strangers, Solution
Prototype,Nightman, Mantra, Sludge, Solitare, Fire Arm, Exiles, Freex and others; Image Young Blood 1-4; Marvel The Mighty Thor
442, 443, 459-471 (VF-NM, 2 Per Bag and Board) - in house shipping available

468

1910 V Logo Mark Stanley # 9 Cabinet Maker's Block Plane AKA Piano Makers Plane - Used Stanley version of a mitre plane with
adjustable mouth. Side handle or hot dog is missing. 2" cutter has no back iron. For the depth adjuster to work a small back plate with
the appropriate slot screws onto the cutter. The same type of adjustment was used in other low angle planes. this plane is in used
condition, PLEASE LOOK AT PHOTOS AND CALL WITH ANY QUESTIONS ON CONDITION BEFORE YOU BID NO CRACKS MISSING HOT
DOG. {in house shipping available}

469

65+ Hand Blown Figural Christmas Tree Ornaments & Vintage - incl. Radko Santa Claus, Buddha, teddy bear, & shell, Czech Republic,
vintage sequin, hand blown Christmas trees, etc. - all in good condition{in house shipping available}

470

Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. Misty Taylor Hadassah dove pin, Jewelart flower pin, Mexican sombrero pin (lock on pin missing),
Indian hematite & heart pendant necklaces, rings, bull tie tack, monogrammed match cases, & more - contents only {in house
shipping available}

471

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas "Cats" 2003 - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 20" X 24" unframed
signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating reveals a life fulfilled by creativity.Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC
post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

472

6 NGC MS65 1967 JFK/ John F Kennedy 40% Silver Half Dollars - in house shipping available

473

2 Nautical Instruments - US Coast Guard barometer made by Taylor & Japanese gyro compass in wooden box {in house shipping
available}

474

5 Masonic Grand Lodge Of Florida .999 Silver Coins / Rounds - Included years 1983,1984, 1985, 1986, and 2008/2009 coins, each
weight is 1 troy oz.
Each year, the Grand Lodge of Florida strikes brass and .999 silver coins with the Most Worshipful Grand Master's likeness on the
obverse side, and the Grand Lodge of Florida seal on the reverse side. These coins are presented in every District by the Chairman of
Masonic Youth Coins for purchase by the Craft. The proceeds from the sale of the Grand Master's Coins contributes directly the
Florida Masonic Youth Charities, a non-profit organization under the Grand Lodge of Florida, the sole purpose of which is to fund all
Masonic Youth activities within the Grand Jurisdiction. Masonic Youth groups are the future of our Fraternity, and depend on these
contributions to fund such youth activities as installations, group meetings, group social events, and general expenses of particular
chapters.

475

4 Hand Carved & Painted Bird Sculptures - 2 pelicans & 2 seagulls - 9.5"-16" {in house shipping available}

476

Sterling Silver Glitz Jewelry Lot - draped necklace with princess cut purple necklace, white rhinestone bracelet, heart pendant,
modern brushed link with rhinestone necklace, & signed vintage 12k gold filled Phyllis pin with matching earrings - contents only {in
house shipping available}
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477

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas "Masked Faces" 2007 - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X
30" signed monogram bottom left 2007 -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish,
puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity.Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped
by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of
modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability
from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was
buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall,
Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her
mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human
and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the
art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art,
she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with
a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping
available}

478

3 PCGS PR 69 1964 Washington Silver Quarters - in house shipping available

479

1839 Jacquard Coverlet - 4 color with bird & flower design "Henri ette Levan Patten" - (2" hole, un-sewing along the center seam, and
wear on the center) 91"x74" doesn't include fringe {in house shipping available}

480

Lot of Approx. 39 Roman and Arabic Coins - In house shipping available

481

Box of 500+ St. Petersburg Florida & Surrounding Area Postcards - incl. Tarpon Springs, Belleair, Clearwater, {in house shipping
available}

482

4 NGC MS 67 1949-S Key Date Silver Roosevelt Dimes - some light toning - in house shipping available

483

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas "Lydia" 2000 - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 24" X 24"
unframed stretched canvas -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and
penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity.Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art,
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger,
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping
available}

484

PCGS MS69,2 PR69DCAM and NGC MS 70 Commemorative Silver Dollars - PR 69 Deep Cameo 2003-P First Flight with Wright
Monument Obverse and early plane scene reverse, and 1995-S Olympics Baseball, PR69 1992-P Olympic with Girl Gymnast in front of
flag, NGC MS70 2003-P First Flight - In House Shippimg Available

485

60+ Hallmark Barbies Ornaments in Orig. Boxes - lus 11 Ashton Drake Barbie Ornaments, photo storage box, & egg rotating music box
{in house shipping available}

486

Foreign Coins and Currency - in house shipping available

487

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas "Floral Still Life" 2003 - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 24"
unframed signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and
penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity.Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art,
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger,
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping
available}

488

$3,551,000,000,000 - That's 3 Trillion 551 Billion Dollars! (Zimbabwe) - We wish it was US dollars, but isn't it fun to hold a 25 billion
dollar bill? 4 band wrapped bundles of approx. 100 each 25 and 10 billion, 500 and 10 million denominations
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489

Hammered Dulcimer by Hughes - Denver, Colorado - dated Jan. 1986 - 34.25"x3.5" {in house shipping available}

490

134"x79.5" Antique Persian Wool Rug - red ground center filled with intertwined floral arabesques suggestive of reflective medallion,
one end light blue triangular florals the other more muted creams and tans - size includes fringe (Local pick up only or you arrange
third party shipping)

491

36 Albums 33 rpm Rock, Disco, And Latin Soul - Jackson Browne, Rolling Stones, Al Green, Tito Rodriguez, Crime Pays, Joe Cuba,
christmas jollies, Prince 1999, Bobbi Humphrey's, Donna Summer, Chic, Hiroshima, Dee Dee Bridgewater, Justicia, Shugar Hill, Hector
Lavoe, Fania All stars, Salsoul Orchestra, Savannah Band, La Lupe, Phoebe Snow, Evilyn King, Tramaine, Rafael Herneandez, Trevor
Horn/Paul Morley, The Time, Mike Pinera-Isla, and Michael Jackson, {in house shipping available}

492

1930's Metal Medical Cabinet - with glass door, 3 bottom drawers & door - 60" tall x 20" wide x 15" deep {Local pick up only}

493

40+ Christmas Tree Ornaments incl. Hallmark, Lenox, Goebel, & More - all gently used many in orig. boxes incl. art glass, cloisonne,
etc. {in house shipping available}

494

Lord Calvert Advertising 22 1/2" Copper Plate Plaque - Lord Calvert Superb American Wiskey

495

Case Lot of Vintage Jewelry - incl. Brighton shell bracelet, Carolee, art glass, shell, & statement necklaces, cufflinks, watches, & more we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping
available}

496

Antique "Tom's Toasted Peanuts" Painted Tin & No Glass Canted Store Display Cabinet - painted white with shelf logos with plexiglass
in door (plexiglass is cloudy) - 40" tall x 19" wide x 14" deep & a small Tom's Peanut wire store display rack 11" tall x 9" deep x 13 3/4"
wide {third party shipping arranged by the buyer}

497

2 Vintage White Ceramic Christmas Trees - no missing lights and all are glued in on both, both in good condition - 18.5" & 19'5" tall to
top of tree not including stars {in house shipping available}

498

Genuine 4 Sided Street Light - 44" tall - VERY heavy (missing most glass, has not been tested) {local pick up only}

499

Mid Century Oil on Canvas Parisian Street Scene with Moulin Rouge - nice vintage painting of Parisian street outside of the Moulin
Rouge, bold impressioistic brush work, apparently unsigned - frame size: 33"x45.5" - {Local Pick up or 3rd party shipping}

500

Orig. Oil Painting on Board of Autumn Landscape by Sharp - Forest stream landscape, banks lined with colorful autumn leaf deciduous
trees full of light, siged Sharp lower right - frame size: 26.5" x 44.5" {in house shipping available}

501

Iron & Florida Stone Tile Accent Table - 49..5" x 12.5" with four 12"x12" Florida stone tiles {local pick up only}

502

Oil on Canvas NYC Skyline Painting by Sturges - impressionist New York City Landscape with Brooklyn Bridge in foreground, signed
Sturges lower right frame size: 29.25" x 40.75" {in house shipping available}

503

163"x114.5" Persian Wool Rug - intricate traditional arabesque with central ovate medallion with pendants, multi color borders with
strong red themes, blue, cream and turquoise accents - exqusite design and knot work - size incl. fringe (Local pick up only or you
arrange third party shipping)

504

Pair of Kindel Wood Slat Back Fireside Arm Chairs - with great hand painted drape, garland, and floral design by Kindel Furniture Co,
Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1974- seats have staining {local pick up only}

505

Lift Off Tray Butler's Table - brass over copper lift off tray on black with gold decoration wood base 19" tall x 31" long x 17.25" wide
{Local pick up only}

506

Oak Table Style Chamber Pot Stand - Fine oak construction in small table style cabinet with lift up top reveiling champber pot and
seat - faux drawer handles, original casters - (Local Pick Up Only or you arrange third party shipping)

507

Antique Bamboo Shelf with Beehive Finials - 3 shelves - 36" tall x 19" wide x 13" deep {local pick up only}

508

Ethan Allen Rocking Chair - ebonized stencil of harvest fruit {Local pick up only}

509

Vintage Cotton Hand Embroidered & Stitched Child's Quilt - 60"x74" (decent condition with some stains, missing embroidery, & small
holes) {in house shipping available}

510

Detroit Lions And Tigers Clothing & More - Lions-Hoodies, tee shirts, and Reebok visor cap, Tigers- slippers,gloves, beach blanket,
hand made quilt, hoodies, tee shirts, sweater, zipper jackets, collared pullover shirts. (all one money) {in house shipping available}

511

2 Vintage Cotton Hand Stitched Quilts - 1937 family tree 78"x73" with embroidered names and diamond square pattern 78"x73"
(both have stains and diamond has rough edges) {in house shipping available}

512

Lot Including--WE Hi-Capa 5.1K1 Full Metal Airsoft Pistol, Under Armour Duffle Bag & 2 Nylon Vests - Alsi included Bazooka no sholder
stock see photo One vest has a pistol holster, The WE Hi-Capa 5.1 K is a solid green gas airsoft pistol with an excellent blowback kick.
This pistol has a functional full metal slide with black grips and is comfortable to hold and fire. The gun features a working hammer, a
30 rd magazine, and a shot velocity of 328 fps (using.20g BBs). An adjustable hop-up unit also lets you fine tune the accuracy of the
gun for long distance shooting. This is a great sidearm choice for airsoft skirmishes. Velocities for propane and green gas are 290-310
fps using .20g BBs. Velocities for propane and green gas are 290-310 fps using .20g BBs. [SOLD USED WITH NO GUARANTEE] {in house
shipping available}
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513

5 Pcs. Victorian Clothing incl. Corset, Lawn Dresses, Etc. - 2 lawn dresses, corset, skirt labeled C.S. Wagner, & bloomers - all natural
cotton (bloomers are torn, some stains on all and some small holes, please see photos {in house shipping available}

514

Pair of 1936 Cotton Hand Sewn Dresden Plate Quilts - with pink backs & binding 77"x62"(in very good condition, some mild staining)
{in house shipping available}

515

Antique Hand Stitched Crazy Quilt - of velvet, cotton, & silk (silk is deteriorating) 73"x71" {in house shipping available}

516

55+ Christmas Tree Ornaments in Orig. Boxes - incl. Enesco, Noma, Carlton Cards, & more (gently used) - {in house shipping available}

517

3 Baskets of Seashells - {in house shipping available}

518

3 Stacking Italian Florentine Nesting Tables - {local pick up only}

519

Game Room Lot - Wall hung Harvard dart board with case and darts and planter's peanuts wood crate game holder with checkers/
chess board top with platic checkers pcs one money [in house shipping available]

520

2 Trays of Assorted Toy Soldiers - Civil War, Roman Flats, Midieval - 13 Britains Deetail assorted Civil War, confederate field gun,
Britains 1980s Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II on Horseback qithv2 mounted soldiers and 10 Britains guRd and pRDe ready figures,
field gun and 5 pc gunners lead soldiers, 6 Midieval knights in 2 sizes. Half size metal flats of Roman, Egyptian and Ethiopian army
(some worn and some as is) and several other figures in varied conditions - in house shipping available

521

Case Lot of Military Patches, Paper, Badges, War Ship Art etc. - Contents only- in house shipping available

522

60+ Pcs. Pomona Portmeirion China - "The Goddess of Fruit" pattern - incl. 9.5" candlesticks, 12 each 10.5" & 8.5" plates, 8 - 8.5" & 5
- 6.75" bowls, 6 mugs, 13" platter, 8.5" veggie bowl, 11" salad bowl, 12.5"x10" casserole, handle covered casserole, teapot, cream,
sugar, salt, Pepper, & mustard on tray, spoon rest, 6 coasters, & 3 hot trivets - all in good condition {in house shipping available}

523

Pair of Mid Century Abstract Oil Paintings by Levine - bold color abstract imagery of waterfront city sky line in warm and cool tones frame sizes: 21.75"x17.5" {in house shipping available}

524

Collection of Fine Decorative Items - sterling silver weight Duchin 3 pcs. candle set & Tarlton pair of candle sticks, 5 pcs. of Murano
hand blown glass fruit, hand blown Christmas tree with ornaments, & 6 glass & wire flower stems (some with missing petals) {in
house shipping available}

525

60+ Vintage 1950's-60's Country & Rock Record Albums - incl. Charley Pride, Roy Orbison, Johnny Cash, Hank Williams, Patsy Cline,
The Smother Brothers, The Temptations, Nat King Cole, George Jones, Willie Nelson, Buck Owens, Donna Loren, Jerry Lee Lewis, Guy
Mitchell, Porter Wagoner, & More {in house shipping available}

526

Tray lot of porcelain figurines, scent lamp ad more - German pin cushion doll top and bottoms with 1 satin dress pin cushion base, 6"
cute puppy scent lamp, 11" statuette of neoclassical draped woman holding water urn (repaired base chip), 5" Gerold Porzelain
seagull on gold ball accent figure, varied porcelain fairing figures, salt and pepper and 2 West Germany Handwork mohair animals,
Crown Staffordshire souvenir mini box, Grafton China Portland vase mini and more - in house shipping available

527

Mid Century Orig. Nude Oil Painting on Canvas by Zumbado - light and shadow play of female nude from behind against black
background canvas size: 24"x20", frame size: 29"x25" {in house shipping available}

528

1922 German Postage Stamp Collage Art - of 2 musicians by Robert Simon framed in Hamburg, Germany -great use of color and form
created from cut used postage stamps - frame size: 15"x10.5" {in house shipping available}

529

Lot Of Enamel, Bronze & Cloisonne - Japanese enamel cloisonne covered dish 5" wide, bronze bell 4 1/2" wide, pair of English enamel
and brass vases 9 1/2" tall, arts and crafts enamel vase with attached ceramic foot 11 1/2" tall.

530

Pcs Brilliant and Other Cut Crystal Vases, Goblets, and More - Pr of 7.5" Rexxford cobalt cut to clear hoc goblets with intircate fan and
diamond cutting, cobalt and amethyst grape and geometric cut and pr 8 1/4" clear goblets, 8" pedestal ivy bowl with ornate cutting
of heron and butterfly, 3 1/2" drape optic rose bowl with flower cutting, 8'"zipper cut candlestick, 12" hour glass floral cut vase,
hobstar variant center bowl, bell, tumblers, pr of 3 1/4" finecut in diamond sherbet - in house shipping available

531

Collection of Asian Porcelain Bird and Buddha Figurines - 12" blanc de chine standing Buddha on open lotus flower base, 10 1/2"
Turquoise glaze Shoulao God of Longevity with peach, phoenix with pierced floral base, 8" and 2 -7 1/2" Roosters, pr of yellow and
brown pheasants on gblended green base (right and left facing), and 2 white and brown 8" roosters (1 with chip to comb) - in house
shipping available
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532

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Diptych Acrylic On Canvas " Brother Can You Spare A Dime" 2005 - From The Estate Of Phyllis
Trager Hyman Two panels 24" X 30 " diptych unframed signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity.Daughter of eastern European Jewish
immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat
Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and
struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox.
Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork
and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld.
Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes,
phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the
social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper,
watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to
her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of
place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and
paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain
and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

533

Huge Lot of Metal Christmas Ornaments incl. Reed & Barton, Arthur's Court, Gorham, & More - also Christopher Radko, enameled,
pewter, New Bridge, Longaberger, & more - many in orig. boxes {in house shipping available}

534

Tray Lot of Porcelain Collectibles - Victorian embossed swirl biscuit jar with raised gold bird and branch decoration and dresser box
with gold flower basket decoration and mounts, both in light blue finish, Pickard all over gold finish S&Ps and 2 AOG s&ps with
holders, Lenox coral and ivory finish bud vase, Schafer and Vater style diamond shape plaque with Jasperware type decoration of
Victorian couple relaxing in garden,Dorothy Thorpe of California dinner plate with gold butterfly and flower decoration on satin
orange ground, Italian faience plate with deer and acanthus leaf decoration by S. Gimignano, Bay W Germany 937-17 retro vintage
turquoise glaze vase, replica riverboat mustache cup and tea tile and oriental design mini pitcher - In House Shipping Available

535

Giant Clam Shell - 20.5" long x 11" wide - real shell of Tridacna Gigas - giant clams are very large bivalves and are native to the Indian
and Pacific Oceans - (some chipping) {in house shipping available}

536

Approx. 60 Vintage 1950's-60's Record Albums - incl. Paul Anka, Bill Cosby, Jerry Vale, Bob Newhart, Loretta Lynn, Crystal Gale, The
Lettermen, Barry Manilow, Glen Campbell, Julio Iglesias, Wayne Newton, Engelbert Humperdinck, The Smothers Brothers, Johnny
mathis, Nat King Cole, Mac Davis, Kris Kristoffersobn, Chet Atkisn, ELO, Joan Baez, & more {in house shipping available}

537

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas "Who Do You Know For Sure" 2002 - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman
24" X 30 " unframed signed on front bottom right -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical,
nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity.Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her
work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as
the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the
stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her
challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from
artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of
the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual
puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling
necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor,
pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast
Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the
wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an
avid follower of the art world and was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research
Foundation. {in house shipping available}

538

Lot Of Detroit Tigers Memorabilia - last game tiger stadium 9-27-99 plaque and ticket, 100 plus game tickets and passes, min i bats,
beer bucket, Miguel Cabrera bobblehead in box, hot wheels car still in card, Tigers Cookies, key chain, small stuffed tiger, pez, coca
cola can, 4 base balls, pepsi tiger tail, little caesars glasses, magazines,framed poster of tigers stadium, panoramic view "last pitch at
tigers stadium sept 20 1999 (all one money) {in house shipping available}

539

Royal Worcester Lavinia Dinner Set For 8 - 10.5" & 8" dinner plates, cups & saucers, teapot, cream & sugar {in house shipping
available}

540

Vintage Rotating Musical Christmas Tree Stand - gold with glitter (working) 16" diameter (some rust) {in house shipping available}

541

4 Pcs. Mid Century Glass - incl. large covered candy dish with applied pomegranates, frosted & cut square vase, multicolored art glass
rooster pitcher, & Iittala pitcher? {ln house shipping available}

542

13 Pairs of Elegant Glass Candlesticks - Heisey, D&M, Fostoria & Cambridge - Heisey 10 1/4" 2 light Flame, 3 1/2" Sunflower and 2 pr
Whirlpool blocks, 2 pr Cambridge 6 1/2" Key Hole 2 lite, one pair with King Edward cutting, Duncan and Miller set of 2 single and 2
double Dogwood candle blocks, 2 pr American Way, 5" Westmoreland Thousand Eye, Fostoria Green and clear 3 footed copped edge,
etc - in house shipping available
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543

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas "Free Drawn On White" 2005 - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 24" X
30" unframed signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and
penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity.Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art,
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger,
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping
available}

544

7 Boxes Hand Blown Glass Christmas Tree Ornaments - 6 Vintage & 1 New Radko - incl. reflectors, glitter, etc. - in good condition {in
house shipping available}

545

Vintage 1981 MASH TV Show Action Figures, Trucks, & Camp - by Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp. w/ 3.5" action figures - all as is {in
house shipping available}

546

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas "Exit" 2000 - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30 " unframed
signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating reveals a life fulfilled by creativity.Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC
post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

547

50 Annalee Christmas Dolls New with Tags - incl. reindeer, Santa Claus, camels, snowmen, penguins, llamas, mice, Dachshund, kitty
cats, elves, Spring doe & fawn, Valentine's, etc., 12"-5" tall {in house shipping available}

548

Early 1900's Orig. Oil Painting of Lake Placid, NY - signed (Servaas?) oil on canvas board, dated 1916-18 on verso - frame size: 27"x31.
5" {in house shipping available}

549

2 Heisey Colonial Small Lavender Jars and Mustard - 2 #352 lavender jars (2 .5 " 1 1/2 ounce smallest size, 3.5" 3 ounce with crack in
rim of stopper, minor shelf roughage to base) also referred to as pomade jars, and 4" mustard jar with lid - in house shipping available

550

7.5" Rebecca Odom Art Glass Retro Mid Century Modern Design Vase - studio glass vase with golden mustard, satin and
clear irregular panel cut accents with sand blast textured design, signed R. Odom '96 on base

551

Pr of Heisey Satin Horse Head Bookends with Original Foil Tags - 6 7/8" high, great form hard to find in satin - in house shipping
available

552

Hollywood Regency Drape Crystal Chandelier - 16" diameter x 18" tall (doesn't incl. chain) {in house shipping available}

553

Large Tray Lot of Toys - incl. Tin Man statue, Hummer 1/18 scale by Meisto, Jack Sparrow hat, and more (as is) {local pick up only}

554

Lot of 16 Rolling Pins And Wood Pestle - Wood, stone, glass and ceramic [inhouse shipping available]

555

Lot Of Advertising Tins And Crates & Cast Iron - Coca Cola Box and bottle tray, strawberry boxes and small handled box, Tins- rirz, toll
house, ladies home journal, imperial sygar, maxwell house coffee, saltines buscuit abdcrakers, saks 5th ave and more

556

Lot Of Copper Cookware, Mugs Bed Warmer, & Planters - copper and tin molds, mixing bowls, strainer, teapots, brass keys, utensils
and more

557

Flat of Ephemera With Antque Prints, Newspapers, Antique Magazines & Brochures - {in house shipping available}
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558

50 Vintage Jazz, Rock, Contemporary and Classical Vinyl Record Albums - Meet The Beatles!, The Kingston Trio, Iron Butterfly In-AGodda-da-Vida, The Carpenters Close to You, Paul Revere and the Raiders The Spirit of '67, The Lettermen Warm, Johnny Mathis You
Light Up My Life, The animals with House of The Rising Sun, The Best of Herman's Hermits, Alicia Bridges, Uptown and Lowdown Cliff
Jackson's Washboard Wanders and Dick Welllstood's Wallerites, Remember My Name staring Alberta Hunter, The Best of Gill Scott
Heron, Burt Bacharach soundtrack for Butch Cassidy and The Sundance Kid, Diana Ross and the Supremes Greatest Hits, Learn How
To Dance, C3537 Double Play! Andre Previn & Russ Freeman, Diva!, Tempest Original Music by Stomu Yamashia, Byron Lee and The
Dragonaires Dancing Is Forever, Inside Randy Lewis, Soliloquy Sandy Owen: Solo Piano, Hurricane Smith, C3556 The Poll Winners Ride
Again! Barney Kessel with Shelly Manne & Ray Brown, Porgy & Bess Revisited Stewart-Williams & Co, Pow! Billy May, C3509 Howard
Rumsey's Lighthouse at Laguna, Roy King and His Band Starring Sir Charles Thompson, Une Histoire des Geants du Jazz, Si Zentner and
his Orchestra Play the Stripper and other Big Band Hits, Art Hodes and His Hi Fivers Jazz Chicago Style, Nat King Cole Anatomy of a
Jam Session, Weekend in LA George Benson, More Live Echoes of The Swinging Bands The Big 18, The Great 16! Mugsy
Spanier's Ragtime Band, Crystal Science Gary Burton and Chick Corea, James Galway Vivaldi The Four Seasons, Monteverdi Vespers
(1610) Kings College Choir Cambridge, Rubinstein Barenboim Beethoven Concerto No. 1 in C, Claude Debussy: Preludes for Piano
Books I&II Paul Jacobs, Mozart Clarinet Concerto K Richard Stoltzman English Chamber Orchestra, Salvatore Martirano Mass Seven
Pious Pieces, Edwin London Portraits of Three Ladies and George Crumb Madrigals Books I-IV at University of Illinois, Advanced
Recordings FGR-18S New Choral Music The Ineluctable Modality & Choral Music On Old Testament Text by Edwin London at the U of
I, Hooked on Classics,Symphonies and Fanfaires for The King's Supper, album sets incl Mozart's Don Giovanni with Sir Georg Solti,
Horowitz, and John Hammond's Spirituals to Swing - The Legendary Carnegie Hall Concerts of 1938/9 - in house shipping available

559

Lithophane Panel Accent Light in 9" Hand Made Exotic Wood Light Box - Slight slant to front of wooden shadowbox pinline inlay
frame, notation on base "KPM 772", case built 1980- in house shipping available

560

Singer Featherweight #221 Sewing Machine & Wooden Spool Caddy Pin Cushion Top - with foot pedal, copies of manuals, bobbin
& travel case working {in house shipping available}

561

Collection Of Asian Figurines & Cloisonné vases - pair of foo dogs, crackle vase with fish, mini figurine, 4 Cloisonné vases, folding
screen, and framed green stone abacus. {in house shipping available}

562

Tray Lot Of Masonic Freemason Collectibles - hats, tote bags, plate, plaque, wall clock and more {in house shipping available}

563

Collection Of Inkwells - Brass, glass, spelter,and stamp box, {in house shipping available}

564

Box lot of US Mint Proof Quarter Sets and Albums, Sacagawea Dollars and more - 7 US Mint proof sets (1974-1978, 1983 & 1987),
1965 Philadelphia special mint set in envelope and 1979 uncirculated P&D mint set, 15 United States Mint 50 State Quarters Proof
Sets ( 2 each 1991-2004 with 3 extra 2003), 5 HE Harris Official Coin Holder Washington Quarters State Series complete year sets (10
coins each album, 1991-2004) and 5 coin Sacagawea Dollar Millennium Edition album with mint and coin information, 2 -24K gold
plated 2000 5 pc mint sets, 1999 complete colorIzed 5 state quarter boxed set - in house shipping available

565

Tray lot of Cast Iron Toy Soldiers, Cavalry, and Black Americana Bank - 5 1/4" Black Americana farmer bank, 4 pc cavalry soldier set, 9
medic and wounded, 11 misc infantry and other soldiers - in house shipping available

566

Tray Lot of Art Sketches, Illustrations and prints - nude studies, humor and more - 2 Chuck Livolsi 2 color comic illustrations of
awkward engagement proposals - original 14"x10.5" paper 8.5"x13.5" cut and mounted to larger board - print ready with red cell
overlay and blue printing notations in margins (1935-1990, Illustrator artist for the Pittsburg Press for 27 years and co-author of the
comic strip "Brass Tacks"), Dwight Case Sturges (1874-1940 Boston) original drypoint etching "The Court Rules" pencil signed and
numbered #53/100 (9"x10.5" image in 14"x22" matting (re matted, toning to original image), 5 1/4"x4" image portrait of Mother
etching Charles Christopher Carey (born 1894, nown for etchings and prints), pencil signed titled and numbered 27/90 with bio tag
attached, 4 nude sketches and color pencil art signed Harold Kreuger (2 11"x14" torso studies in brown charcoal, 11"x8.5" white on
black with purple pastel seated nude and humorous 11"x14" "Tea for Two" in colored pencil), 103/4"x16" 1898 Harper's Weekly
color 3 part 'light Artillery Drill of U.S. Regualrs at Port Tampa, Florida" (matted, ready to frame) and 8"x11" lithograph of "The Death
of Minnehaha" painting by William Dodge, published 1891 - in house shipping available

567

Tobacciana Collectibles with Barber Sharp Smoker Ashtrays, Tin Cigarette Cases and More - 3 Schafer and Vater comic Barbershop
singer smoker ashtrays, comic japan elder's face with bee on nose smoker tray, German wooden incense smoker figure, other
ashtrays including 2 Holophane advertising, Goodrich tire, Art Deco chrome Hamilton Products with double donkey center accents,
yellow custard slag Akro Agate tray, Murad The Turkish cigarette and M Melachrino tin litho cigarette tins metal Elephant ashtray
display stand

568

60+ Vintage 1950's-70's Record Albums - incl. Elvis, ABBA, Barry Manilow, Connie Smith, Charley Pride, Kitty Wells, George Jones,
Tennessee Ernie Ford, The Beach Boys, Merle Haggard, Mickey Gilley, Hank Williams, Elvis, & More {in house shipping available}

569

Schermack 3 Cent and 2 Cent Postage Stamp Double Vending Machine - 13"×11"×8" cast iron front in burgundy finish with chrome
handles, metal tags "Sanitary Stamps Direct from Govt. Rolls" "3- Three Cent Stamps for a Dime and 2-Two Cent Stamps for a Nickel"
with keys, plastic backs and Schermack Products Co tags

570

Galvanized Oval Farm Tub "Saturday Nights Were So Much Fun" - 42 1/2" X 23 1/2" X 10 1/2 tall, make a great Beer Cooler, flower
planter, or just a good soak.

571

Collection of Vintage Toys - incl. tin litho typewriters, trains, cash register, etc. drive-in movie theater speaker converted to light and
antique spotlight, Captial stage light, & more (no guarantee of working condition) {local pick up only}

572

2 Hawthorne Village Thomas Kincade's Nativity Sets - "Star of Hope" creche w/ Styrofoam boxes & COA's plus camel & 1 king (in
house shipping available)

573

Hawthorne Village "Rudolph's Flight Camp" Christmas Town - 7 houses with 3 doubles ("Coach Comet's Flight Camp", "Water Tower
& Reindeer Barn", "Santa & Mrs. Clauses Castle") & Santa's Toy Workshop, train set, Train, & "Santa's On His Way" incl. Styrofoam
boxes and COA's - {in house shipping available}
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574

Collection of Vintage Christmas Decorations - incl. hanging bell music box (working), ceramic Santa warming himself by the fire
figurine with music box (working), composite Santa Clauses & angels, putz houses, Harold Gale Santa, felt wall hanging & tree skirt,
beaded ornaments, & more (all in decent vintage condition with some signs of age) {in house shipping available}

575

Wooden Trinket Box with Misc. Architect Instruments - incl. Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph pens (#0, #1, & #2), Schaefer fountain pen, &
more {in house shipping available}

576

ECHO 1 GAT TEC-9 AEG Sub Machine Gun With Echo 1 GAT DRUM AEG Hicap Magazine - Echo 1 GAT AEG sub-machine gun. This is a
TEC9 style airsoft AEG that is super compact and a blast to shoot. High quality unique SMG gun that is full-auto. Metal upper
receiver. Adjustable hopup. . this gun is missing the rechargeable NiMH battery,& UL charger,
[SOLD USED WITH NO GUARANTEE]
{in house shipping available}

577

Vintage Cotton Grand Canyon Souvenir Tablecloth - Rod's Steak House, Williams Arizona - 49"x52" - in good condition - a couple of
very small stains {in house shipping available}

578

Crosman Pulse R76 Tactical Airsoft Rifle. Full or semi-auto Electric AEG Rifle. - The Pulse R76 high-end, 6mm airsoft AEG rifle features
full or semi-automatic operation, a high capacity 350-round magazine and adjustable hop-up system that's ideal for airsoft
skirmishes. a detachable stock, tri-rail mounting system and generates muzzle velocities of up to 375 fps It is missing the
rechargeable NiMH battery,& UL charger, [SOLD USED WITH NO GUARANTEE] {in house shipping available}

579

Case Lot of Collectible Figurines, Desk Items, Toys and More - incl. spatter ware & sponge ware, Limoges boxes, carousel music box,
Royal Albert & Beatrix Potter animal figurines, hand carved wood tree faces, Faberge cut crystal egg #3026, early bisque bunny rabbit
with leather ears, small miniature cast iron penny bank, desk magnifier, glass & silver coasters, old photos in leather cases, 1907
Flinch cards, harmonica, barometer, & Bruce Fox pig handle carving set - contents only {in house shipping available}

580

Cybergun FN Herstal Licensed Full Metal SCAR Heavy Airsoft AEG Rifle - This Rifle has 5 magazines but is missing the rechargeable
NiMH battery,& UL charger. Herstal has really gone above and beyond in recreating what most would argue to be the best and most
accurate SCAR in the airsoft industry. The upper receiver is expertly CNC machined out of a single block of high strength aluminum for
exceptional durability and also features fully licensed trademarks that are beautifully laser etched into the receiver for authenticity.
The controls of the rifle accurately mimics the real thing with ambi selectors, ambi magazine release, and reversible charging handle
with functional bolt stop that will lock the bolt to the rear for easy access to hop-up controls. The collapsible/foldable stock features a
6 position length of pull and a 2 position cheek riser. Attention to detail has not been spared in this recreation of the rifle. [SOLD
USED WITH NO GUARANTEE] {in house shipping available}

581

Stamp And Money Books - 2- world reserve monetary exchange books in gift boxes,collecting paper money books, large book Golden
Replicas of US Stamps with 68 first day covers. (one money) {in house shipping available}

582

Echo1 SOG-68 Automatic Electric Airsoft Rifle – Vietnam Era AEG - The Echo 1 SOG-68 is a Vietnam based Airsoft AEG Carbine that
brings a new take on the everyday M4 and M16 you see on the field - it uses a brand new body and furniture to make a new airsort
gun for the market that will be loved by the re-enactors and collectors alike. The gun has an FPS at around 380 out of the box and is
using the Echo 1 tried and true Stag Arms and Troy version 2 gearbox that is 8mm steel bearing and steel gears. This gun is missing
the rechargeable NIMH battery & UL Charger, SOLD USED WITH NO GUARANTEE - in house shipping available

583

55+ Vintage Rock & Blues Record Albums - incl. Sonny & Cher, Bob Seger, KISS, Ray Charles, Dionne Warwick, Janet Jackson, AC/DC,
Whitney Houston, Billy Squire, Grand Funk, Def Leppard, Led Zeppelin, Bad Company, Jimi Hendrix, Fleetwood Mac, Journey, Bee
Gees, Blood, Sweat, & Tears, Kansas, Harry Chapin, Foreigner, & many more {in house shipping available}

584

Vintage Ephemera Lot incl. Postcards - 75+ postcards from Pinehurst North Carolina, New Orleans, Florida, St. Pete's MGM's Bounty
ship poster (sank in 2012 on it's way back to St. Petersburg), local advertising, & 8"x10" negatives of promo photos of TV shows and
movies incl. The Fonz, the orig. Batman & Robin, Bruce Lee, Star Trek, Rocky, & more {in house shipping available}

585

Tub of Masonic Memorabilia - Certificates and letters, books, manuals and brochures - in house shipping available

586

Collection of World Of Dolls - incl. Deer Foot & Brown Eagle Carlson dolls from Maple Lake Mich., Chinese character doll made in
Hong Kong with hand painted wood hands, feet, & head, Layna Salsa dancer, & many more - contents only {in house shipping
available}

587

Auto-Ordnance Corp, Thompson Submachine Gun M1 Caliber 6mm Airsoft M1A1 #1244194 - Our M1 Thompson model is a 6mm
Airsoft, replica of the most famous American submachine gun of World War II. The Thompson M1 was used victoriously in battles
throughout the world, ensuring its place for eternity as a legend among military firearms. We offer the same attention to
craftsmanship today that made the original so highly regarded. The look and feel are authentic, right down to the side bolt action.
The frame and receiver are milled from solid steel or aluminum, the wood is genuine American walnut, and the overall finish is a
blued steel or black anodized aluminum. Built to modern engineering standards, the Thompson M1 is a reliable and highly accurate
representation of its legendary WWII ancestors. Order one for your collection, and own a piece of American history! It is missing the
rechargeable NiMH battery,& UL charger, [SOLD USED WITH NO GUARANTEE] {in house shipping available}

588

10 Pcs. Waterford Crystal - Marquise candy dish, building clock, 4 "Avoca" discontinued wine stems, pr. of candlesticks, & cake cutter
& serving spoon in box {ln house shipping available}

589

Set of 6 Graduating 2-Handled Pots by Rein Aluminum F. W. B. - {in house shipping available}

590

Set Vintage Ceramic Santa Claus Wall Decorations - 19.5" & 11.5" by 1979 A Company of Friends (some mild paint loss) {in house
shipping available}

591

50+ Pcs. Villeroy & Boch "Audun Ferme" - incl. 12 - 10.5" plates, 12 coffee cups & saucers, handled soup tureen, 16" platter, gravy
boat, 2 - 12" tab handled trays, tea pot, cream, sugar, 4 demitasse cups & saucers, & 9.25" footed bowl {in house shipping available}

592

1 and 2 Gallon Kerosene/ Gas Cans - 14" and 11", galvanized tin with worn red paint - country decorative - in house shipping available
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593

Old Double Sided Porcelain Enameled Street Sign - AVE D - E. 10 ST. - 24"x12.5" [in house shipping available]

594

3 Pcs. Brass Fireplace Items & Lighting - pair Ethan Allen wall candle sconces, 5 pc. miniature fireplace set with ship decoration, & free
standing fan fire screen {in house shipping available}

595

Lot Of Vintage Pocket Watches & 1-Wrist - including Ball commercial rolled gold plate, Hampden gold plate, standard USA
silverode caseelgin rail road, ingersall-trenton gold filled, waltham silverode case and more sold as is with no guarantee {in house
shipping available}

596

2 Terry Crider 1981 3" Round Pillow Form Art Glass Paperweights - both signed and dated, one blue iridescent trefoil pulled feather
and one abstract maroon comet forms on textured satin ground - in house shipping available
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